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Energy Scattering for 
Nonlinear Klein-Gordon and Schrodinger Equa tions 

in Spatia l Dimensions 1 and 2 

Kenji Nakanishi 
Department of Mathematics, Kobe University 

Rokko, Kobe 657-8501, J apan 
E-mail: kenj i<Dmath . kobe-u . ac.j p 

1. INTRODUCT IO N 

In this talk , we consider asymptotic behavior of solut ions to the nonlinear Klein
Gordon equations (NLKG) and the nonlinear SchrOd inger equations (N LS): 

ii - bou + u + lulP" = 0, (N LKG), 

iu - bou + lulPu = 0, (N LS), 

(1 ) 

(2) 

wbere 1.1 = u(t, x) : IR I+n --> C and p > 1. For any function u(t, x), denote by eq(u) 
t be left hand side of the equation, denote by eqL(u) := eq(u) -lulPu the linear (free) 
part } and 

u := {(U, ) 1 

u, 

I 
bo u), (for NLKG ) 

(for NLS) 

Vlfe have the fo llowing conservation law of the energy: 

J. 
21u1P+2 

E(u; t) := IVu l' + lu i' + = E (u; 0). 
R" p+ 2 

Let u±(t,x) and v(t,x) satisfy eq(u±) = 0 = eqL(v) and 

lim II v (t) - u±(t) II I1 ' = O. 
t-+±oo 

(3) 

( 4) 

(5) 

Then the wave operators are given by the correspondences W± : v (O) ~ u±(O). OUf 

main result is the asymptotic completeness of the wave operators, namely t.hat they 
are well-defined as homeomorphisms from HI into itself. 

In the fo llowing, C(·, ... ) denotes any positive continuous function , whose explicit 
form we can write but we will not for the sake of simplicity. 

2. K NOW N RESULTS 

First we mention the known resul ts on the asymptot ic completeness. 

1. [6, 7, 11 , 12] Let n 2: 3 and 4/n < p < 4/(n - 2). Then we have t he asymptotic 
complete" ess for (N LKG) and (NLS) in t he e" ergy class H I. 

2. 118] Let n 2: 3 and p = 4/( n - 2). Then we have the asymptot ic completeness 
for (N LKG) in t he energy class. 

3. [10, 25, 8] Let n E 1'1, p 2: 8/ ( V;"(1-1~ + 2~)'-+~8~n + n - 2) and (n - 2)p < 4. T hen 
we have the asymptotic completeness for (NLS) in E:= {I' E H I I xl' E L' }. 

- 1 -
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3. MAIN RESULT 

Theorem 1. Let n E Nand (n - 2)p < 4 < np. Then we have the asymptotic 
completeness for (NLKG) and (NLS) in the enelllY clas •. 

The large data scattering of NLKG for n :S 2 was one of the major open problems 
in 123, pp. 247]. Here we consider a single power for simplicity, but our proof can 
be applied to more general nonlinearity 1(11.) satisfying 

u 
3F : IR -> IR s.t. 2f(u) = F'(lullf,;i' F(O) = flO) = 0, (6) 

If(u) - f(v)1 ~ Glu - vl{lulP' + Ivl" + lui'" + IvIP
') , 

for some PI :S P2 satisfying (n - 2)]>2 < 4 < npl, and 

C(u) := f(u)" - F(lull !! 0. 

In the preceding works [6, 7, 11, 12,4], it was needed that 

C(u) !! Gmill(lul', lui"), 3P3 > 2. 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

If we write F{lull = V(lulllul', (8) is equivalent to V' !! 0. We remark that if 
V(r) < ° = V(O) for some r > 0, there exist standing wave solutions to (NLKG) 
and (NLS) (see [2]), so that the asymptotic completeness does not hold. 

4. DIFFICULTIES IN LOW SPATIAL DIMENSIONS 

There were two difficulties in proving the asymptotic completeness for n < 3. 
The first problem was that we can not prove the Morawetz estimate, which has 
been essentially the only a priori estimate for global space-time integral used to 
prove the asymptotic completeness. The second problem is on the decay order t - II

/
2 

of the free evolution. For n ~ 3, it is integrable on (1,00), so that we can deduce 
only from the boundedness of t he solution that the nonlinear interaction in the 
distant future or past bas little influence on the behavior of the solution . Such 
an argument was essentially used in the preceding works, but it becomes invalid 
if n < 3, because the decay order is no longer integrable. We overcome the first 
difficulty by a new Morawetz type estimate which holds iIi any spatial dimension 
and independent of the nonlinearity, so that we can also improve the generality of 
the nonlinearity (regarding (8)). To avoid the second difficulty, we employ a new 
idea inspired by Bourgain [5J. Separating localized energy into rapidly decreasing 
free solutions, we can reduce the problem to that for small energy data. 

5. NEW MORAWETZ TYPE ESTIMATES 

In this section, we deal with the equation with t he general form of nonlinearity 

eq(u) + f(u) = 0, (10) 

to show how we can replace the assumption (9) with (8). Assume (6) and (7). The 
Morawetz estimate is 

1f CI(UI) dxdt ~ GE(u), (1 1) 
R'+n X 

-2-



Scattering for NLKG and NLS 3 

where u is any solution to (10) and n 2: 3. Our estimate is the following, which has 
two advantages. First , our estimate holds in any spatial dimension. Secondly, our 
estimate does not depend on the nonlinearity, as long as (8) is satisfied. 

Lemma 2. Let" E Nand a3sume (6), (7) and (8). Then, for any finite enrgy 
solution u and p satisfying (n - 2)p ~ 4 ~ np, we have 

If t'lulP+' 
K I(t, x) I' dx dt :'0 C(p, E(u» , (12) 

where [( = {(t ,x) Ilxl < Itl} for (NLKG) and]{ = IR I+n for (NLS). 

Any Morawetz-type estimate or conservation law is based on some integral iden
tities derived by variations of the Lagrangian. We mention a general formula for 
such identities. First we have to prepare some notation. 

- { ( -Eh, \/ x), (for NLKG) 
(a, b) := !l(ab), 8 = (ai, \/ x) , V = (-;/2, \/ x), (for NLS) (13) 

21(u) = { _lUI' + I\/ul' + lui' + F(u) , (for NLKG) 
(iu, u) + I\/ul' + F(u) , (for NLS) 

(14) 

e(u) is the Lagrangian density associated to the equation eq(u) = O. The operator 
1) naturally appears from the variation of i: 

o,l(u) := lim l(u + EV) - t(u) = (eq(u), v) + 8· (V u, v). (15) 
f ..... O c 

Using this identity, we can easily obtain the following formula , where h : Rl+n --4-

Rl+n and q : lR 1+fl --4- 1R are sufficiently smooth. 

(eq(u)."· V u + qu) = -8 · (Vu, h· Vu + qu) + V· ("t(U) + I~' 8q) 

+ (Vu, (iih)V u) - 1~12 v . aq + (2q - V· II )/(u) + C(u)q. (16) 

Now let 
(t, x) 

h:= l(t, x)I' 
V·h 

q '= !"1-. 2 ' 

and integrate the real part of (16) in 

Then we have 

[(1:= {{ (t,X) lit!' > Ixl' +I}. 
{ (t,x) Iitl > I} , 

(for NLKG) 
(for NLS) . 

// K, (Vu, (8h)V u) - 1~'!"Iv, iiq + G(u)q dxdt :'0 CE(u). 

Since q ~ 0 a nd I!"IV . iiql :'0 C /t3
, we obtain 

If It\/u - xVou l' 
K, Ht, x)I ' dxdt :'O CE(,,), 

-3-
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which comes from the first term in (19). Such an estimate was first derived in [17, 
Proposition 4.4] for (NLKG) with n ~ 3. Now we use the following Soholev type 
inequality. 

Lemma 3. Let n E N. Let x(x) and '\(x) be real-valued Jun ctions. Let p > 0 and 
q:= np/2. Then for any complex-valued u(x) E HI (JR.IIJ/ we have 

J. x' lul'+'dx::: C(P)liulii.. J. x'l" u + iAUl' + lu"xl'dx. (21) 
Rn R" 

We can apply this inequality directly to (20) in the NLS case. In the NLKG case, 
we apply it to the function v(r,x) := u(Jr2 + Ixl2,x) and use the bounded ness 
of the energy on the hyperboloids. Then \ve obtain the estimate on K\. Indeed , 
the estimate on [( \ [(I is trivial from t he Hardy inequality: Il lxl-Bull£.' ::: CIIulllf" 
where 0 ::: B ::: 1 and B < n/2. 

6. GLOBAL SPACE-TIME ESTIMATES AND ENERGY CONCENTRATION 

For simplicity, in this section we consider (NLKG) for n < 3 and (NLS) for any n. 
For (NLKG) with n ~ 3, we have to change the exponents of the space-time norms 
below, though t he arguments are essentially the same. The asymptotic completeness 
means that at time infinity any free solution can be approximated by a nonlinear 
solution and any nonlinear solution can be approximated by a free solution. That is 
possible because the nonlinear interaction term loses its effect as It I tends to infinity, 
since lui decays by the dispersion of wave. However, we can not expect any uniform 
decay estimate for the solutions like 

lIu(t)1I ::: C(E(u))C·, (22) 

because our setting is invariant under space-time translations and time inversion. 
Since the decay property of the solutions comes from the finiteness of the energy, it 
is natural that the decay property is also described in (space-time) integral forms. 
We introduce two space-time norms: 

(23) 

where p := 2 + 4/n, q := p(n+ 2)/2, (J = 1/2 for (NLKG), (J = 1 for (NLS) and B;,2 
is the inhomogeneous Besov space (cf. [3]). We know from the Strichartz estimates 

IlvIiIK,.) + IlvIiIX,R) ::: CIIv (O)I IH ', (24) 
for any linear solution v. Moreover, let w be the solution for the linear inhomo
geneous equation eqo(w) = -Ivl'v and w(O) = O. We have also by the Strichartz 
estimate and well-known power estimates, 

Ilw IIL:'"I(S,T),H') + Iiwll(K,(S,T)) + Ilwll(x,(S,T)) ::: Ilvli,x,(S,T))livll(K,(S,T))' (25) 

Since Ilvll(K,(S,T)) vanishes as S -+ 00 by (24), (25) means that the nonlinear inter
action loses its effect for linear solu t ions. It is easy to construct the wave operators 
by a fixed point argument using such estimates as (25). Thus, the asymptotic com
pleteness will immediately follow if \ve can prove that global space-time norms such 
as (24) are finite also for the nonlinear solutions: 

Iluli(K;R) + IiUII(x,R) s: C(E(u)) . (26) 

-4-
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This can be derived by a standard argument from the following weaker estimate: 

lIull(X;l<) ~ G(£(U)). (27) 

Our objective is hereafter (27). Indeed, it is the hardest step to prove the global 
estimate for the nonlinear solutions in the proof of asymptotic completeness, for we 
can not approx imate the solution by one free solu tion as in the construction of local 
solutions and wave operators or as in the small data analysis. We can divide the time 
axis into many intervals such that we call approx imate the solution on each interval 
by a free solution respectively. But how can we get any asymptotic imformation 
from those many free so lutions? Bourgain [5] considered instead the space-time 
distribution of the energy density of u on each time interval. More precisely, we 
have the following lemma essentially due to Bourgain (here the situation is simpler 
because we are considering the subcritical case). 

Lemma 4. Let eq(u) = 0, Btu) = £ < 00 and lIull(x;/) = '1 for some interval I. 
There exists a constant 7Jo such that if 11 E (0, TJol then we have a subinterval J c J, 
X E Rn and R > 0 such that for any t E J and s ~ 1 we have 

1 lul'dx > G(£, ry, s), (28) 
I:J:-XI<R 

Ill> G(£, 1/) and R < G(£,1/). 

Outline oj proof. Let v be the free solution with the same data at the top of I. Then, 
by (25) we have 

lIull(K;/) ~ lIull(K;/) + Gliullix;/)lIull(K;/) ~ G(£) + G,fllull(K;/)· (29) 

From this, we have lIull(K;/) ~ G(£) if ryo is suffi ciently small. By the interpolation 
inequality and the Sobolev embedding, we have 

(30) 

where we denote (B) := U'O(B;;,:i2-E:) with a constant E: > 0 small enough for the 
above interpolation to hold. Thus we obtain lIull(s) > G(E, ry), which means by the 
definition of (8) , 

2N (I-n/2-')I('PN' u)(T, X) I > G(£, 1/), (31) 

for some - \ ~ NEZ, TE l and X E JRn, where ('Pj }~-l C S(JRn) is a Paley
Littlewood partition of o(x) satisfing 'Pj(x) = 2,n'Po(2'x) for j > O. 00 the other 
hand by the Soholev embedding we have 

2N (I -n/2)II'PN' u(tllk~ ~ Gllu(t)II I1 ' ~ G(£), 

so that N < C(E,lJ). Moreover we have by the equation, 

(32) 

II'PN' (u(t) - u(T))IIL~ ~ 2(I+n/2)Nllu(t) - u(T)III1-' ~ G(£,1/)lt - TI, (33) 

so that the estimate (31) remains valid for T E J with some interval J of length 
> G(E,'1). Since II'N(x)1 is sufficiently small for Ixl > G2- N , we obtain the desired 
result from (31). D 

-5-
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Now let I be a finite interval and let uS estimate Ilujl(x;I)' First we divide I into 
subintervals {lj}Y=! such that lIull(X;JJl = 170 on each subinterval. Applying the 
above lemma on each subinterval, we obtain IJll > C(E), X j E JR" and R < C(E) 
such that for any t E Jj C I i and any 2 ~ s S; (j we have 

r lul'clx > G(E) ~: v. (34) 
J1x-XJI<R 

Let Tj:~ inf J; , B;:~ {(Tj,x) Ilx-X;1 < R} and I<j: ~ {(t,x) I t 2: T;, Ix-X;I < 
Mit - T;I + 3R}, where M ~ 1 for (NLKG) and we take M ~ G(E) sufficiently 
large for (NLS) SUdl that the loss of the L2 norm inside K] is at most v/2. We can 
choose P C {I, ... , N} ~: U such that 

(i). k,j E P, k # j == B; <t. I<,. 
(ii). Vj E U, 3k E P , Bj C J{,. 

From (i) and the energy propagation estimate, we have E ~ #Pv/2, so that #p < 
C(E). Using (ii) and the Morawetz type estimate, we have 

G(E) > L r lui' clxdt - JK. Mit - T,I + R 
' EP 

" vlJ,1 G(E)logN > ~ >, 
- C(E)(IT, - Td + I) - max, 11,1 + 1 

jEU 

(35) 

so that m",,; 11;1+ 1 2: G(E) log .II' 2: G(E) log lIull(x,l). Now assume that Ilull(x;I) is 
very large. Then, there exists a very long I j with Ilull(x;lj) = 1]0 fixed, which means 
that the mean density in Ij is very low. Nevertheless, we have (Tj, Xj ) E Ij x lRn , 
where exists a certain amount of energy I) > C(E) in a fixed radius R < C(E). 
Now we want to extract a subinterval where the space-time norms are very small, 
without losing the localized energy v. To this end, we divide Ij =: (S, T) into 
further subintervals as follows. We suppose that Tj :::; (8 + T)/2. Otherwise the 
time direction should be reversed in the following argument. Let A > 1, Sk := 
T; - R+ (MA)'R, H, :~ (S"Sk+tl. Let A E N and assume that for k 5 3A we 
have S, E Ij . Then, there exists some k < 3A such that lIull(x,fl,) 5 ryo/A 1

/, and 
Ilull(K,H.) 5 G(E)/A1/p. By the energy propagation estimate we have 

(36) 

where e(u; t) denotes the energy density and H: :~ R+ M(S, - Tj ) 5 M(M A)' R 5 
IH,I/(A - 1). If 11;1 is very large, we can take A and A also large. Thus, for 
any c > 0, there exists N 5 G(E,c) snch that if Ilull(x,1) > N then we have a 
subinterval J ~ (S, T) C I, X E lRn and R > 1 such that lIull(x ,J) + Ilull(K,J) < c, 
R < eiJl and ~:z:-x l<R e(u; S)dx ~ 1)/2. Then , we can separate the energy around 
(S, X) by a free solution v such that 

E(v;S) 5Gv, E(u-v;S)5E-v/3, diamsuppv(S)5GR. (37) 

Using the support property of v(S) and the decay estimate for the free evolution, 
we have for t > T, 

IIv(t)118;;':,-' 5 GIJI-n/2I1v(S)IIB,l 5 G(R/IJI)"/21Iv(S)IIIf' 5 G<n/2.,fo. (38) 

-6-
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Interpolating with the Strichartz estimate, we obtain Iivli(x,(T,oo)) ~ G(E),C By 
tbe energy identity, if, < fo we have E(u - V; T) ~ E(u - V; S) + G(E)v'+

P/'. 

We may assume that v is so small that C(E)vi+p/'l < 11/12, and then we obtain 
E(u - Vi T) < E - 11/4. Now we can reduce the energy level by the following 
perturbation lemma essentially due to Bourgain. 

Lemma 5. Let eq(u) = eq(w) = eqdv) = 0 and u (O) = v(O) + w(O). Let 
E(u),E(w) ~ E and liwli(x,(o,oo» < M. Then th,,~ exists, = E(E,M) > 0 such 
that if livii(x,(o,oo)) <', we have iiuli(x,(o,oo)) < G(E, M). 

Now we prove the global estimate (27). It is well-known for the solutions with 
sufficiently small energy. We use induction on the energy E. Suppose that for any 
solution u with E(u) ~ E - v(E)/4 we bave liuli(x,R) < M. Let u be a solution with 
E(u) ~ E. Take T < T' sl1ch that liuii(x'(-OO,T)) = liuii(x'(T,T')) = liuli(x'(T',OO))' By 
the above argument, there exists N = N(E, M) sucb that if liuli(X,(T,r)) > N then 
we have some T E (T, T') and a free solution v satisfying B( u - Vi T) < E - 11/4 and 
Iivli(x,(T,oo)) < ,(E, M) or Iivli(x,(-oo,T)) < ,(in tbe case wbere Tj is in the later half of 
Ij ). Then, by the above lemma, we obtain G(E, M) > liuii(x,(T,oo)) > liuli(x'(T',OO» or 
C(E, M) > liuli((x'(-OO,T))' Thus we obtain iiuii(X;R) ~ 3 max(N(E, M) , C(E, M» 
for any solution u with E(u.) :S E. Since it is obvious that we can take v{E) 
depending continuously on E, by induction we obtain the desired estimate (27). 
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CRlTIC AL SOBOLEV INEQUALITIES AND UNIQUENESS PROBLEM 
IN THE FLUID MEC HANICS 

TAKAYOSHI OGAWA' 

CRADUATE SCHOOL OF MATHEMATICS 
1(YUSHV UNI VERSITY 

FUKUOKA 812-8581, JAPAN 

1. I NTRODUCTION TO UN IQI.;ENI::SS CHiTERION 

In this note , we consider Ii uni<lueness problem for the Navier-Stokes equation 

(11) 
{

D'U+U' '\7u = - '\71'+ l;u+ / ' " 

dl\' U = 0, I > 0. x E IR . 

,, (0, , .) = 110(X), 

t > n,x E IR" , 

Por simplicity, we 8l'iSUme that the external force f == O. It is well known that. energy 

c1os:s weak solutions (so called Lcray-Hopf's weak solution) wit.h large initial data exist 

ill /...00(0. T; L~(lR." )) n [}(O, T ; Hl(lR")). The regularity of this weak solution is based 011 

tIl(' fotlowing (, lIergy inC<[lw.lit.y, 

lIu(t)lI~ + 2l ll'\7u(t)lIidT ~ Il uolll· 

and naturally we obtain interpolated regularity such as 

U E L'(O. T; U(JR") , 
(1.2) 

2 n n 
0+;; = 2' 

2n 
2<n< --. 

- -"-2 
On the other hand, iL is also known that there is a suflicient cond ition for the uniqueness 

and regularity for the weak solutions. Namely the Lcray- Hopf weak solution is unique 

under the assumpl,ion: 

(1.3) It E L'(O, T; U(JR"» , 
2 n 
- +-=1 e p , 

Abst.rflC't for the workshop in Sapporo on Nov.22~24 1999, 

rJ <lJ$OO 

t I,his work is tl collaboration with Hideo Kozono and Yasushi Taniuchi. 
I 
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Sec Ohyarna [19], Serrin [24], Gig. [12J. The conditions (1.3) is closely related to the 

estimate for the tri-lincru' form (u· 'Vv,w) induced from the nonlinear term. 

The problem we would suggest here is to consider the corresponding condit ion for 

vorticity ",(t) ~ rot u(t). 
By the Sobolev embedding theorem, the corresponding condit ion to Iv'l"'U is 

( 1.4) 1V' I'u E L'(O, T ; V(lRn
)), 

2 n 
-+-~I+,.. o p 

2 1'1 
Hence the COfr('sponciing condition to 'V'lt is in the class £°(0. T; U'(IR'I)) with -0 + - = 2. 

l' 
Since rot w = rot (rot'll) = -~u + 'Q' (div u ) = -,6,·u. the Bio-Savaurt law gives, 

(1.5) 

which involvE's t he singular integral operator. Therefore if p < 00, the condition to the 

vorticity ~ immcdiatrly follows fTom the condition to \711. However. the limiting C8S(' 

p = 00 ( and hence 0 = 1) is not the case. 

On the other hand, from the observation of the break down condition t.o the Euler 

equation (1.6). 

{
D'U+"'V'U~-V'P' t > O,xER". 

div u = 0, t > 0, I E an, 

,,(0, x) ~ ·/to (x), 

(1.6) 

it is desirable to control the situation by term of the vorticity of fluid, rot u{t). In the 

well· known rcsult due to Beaic-Kato-Ni ajda [2], the solution of t he 3-dimensional Euler 

equation is shown to be regulru' over [0, T] under the condition rot u(t) E Ll (0. T; (/>O) . 

This resuh is extended into a slight ly larger class of solution by KozomrTaniuichi [161. 
(They also find l he related uniqueness condition to the Navier·Stokes equations ill terms 

of ve locity u (d. [16]) .) 

Those resutt!:i are based on the Sobolev inequalities of logarithmic type. For example, 

Beale-Kato-Maida [2J used the following type of inequality; for I ~ (I" J" /3) E W '" 

s > 1 + nip with div I ~ O. 

( 1.7) 1I V'/ 1i00 ., C(I + II V'/ I[' + II rot/ ll oo (1 + log+ 11/11 IV'" ))). 

To handle the singular integral operator. it is needed to introduce somc sort of semi·norm 

which allows those operator bounded. Kozono--Taniuchi derived a related inequality of 

BMO function ([16]); for I E W"'(IR") with div I ~ 0, 

(1.8) 11/1100" C(l + 11/1I8Mo(1 + log+ II/lIw" ')))' s > n/p+ 1. , 
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Here BtvlO is a set of LlOC(R,fl) functions such that 

sup I; 1 ( Iu(x) - UBR(.JidX < 00 
r,R R ) Bn (r ) 

wbere UBH(.r) is the average of 1£ over B R(x). 
OUf first aim is to extend those type of the Sobolev inequalities in terms of homogeneous 

Besov spaces where the singular integral operators are bounded . 

The uniqueness condition for vorticity still have another difficulty. More specifically, in 

t he case of reguiarit,y problem of the Euler equation, the solution is assumed to be regular 

until t < T . Then the quest ion is if the solution is regular when I; 2: T. Thanks to the 

logarithmic Sobolev inequalities ([2]), it is proved that the Euler equation can be continued 

to be regular after t = T (see also Ponce [23] for the condition on the deformation tensor). 

\Vhile the uniqueness problem to the Kavier-Stokes equation is in slightly different 

si t.uation. If u and u are both weak solutions to the Navier-Stokes equation, we would 

assume some ext ra condition on one of solutions but not to to ont the both usually. Then 

thE're is a difficulty to handle with the term appearing inside of t he logarithm funct ion of 

the Sobolev inequalities (2.5) and (2.6). One possibility to avoid this ruck of regularity is 

that, \V(' Illay involve the lerm stems from the viscosity in the energy incqualit.y. Then it is 

positively shown that. the uniqueness criterion bolds if we replace to the time regularity to 

L log L instrud of £1 but keeping t he space regularity as the limi t ing ca.'5e to the vorticity 

w = rot u in BMO. 

2. BE:SOV SPACES AND CHITICAL SOBOLEV I NEQ UALITY 

Before presenting our result, we recall some notations and definition of the Besov spaces 

(c.f., 126]). Let ¢j j = 0, ± I, ±2, ±3,'" be t he Littlewood-Payley dyadic decomposition 
00 

satisfying 4,,(0 = ¢(2-'O and L ¢,(~) = I except ~ = O. We put. smooth cut off to 
},=-oo 

fill the origin t/J E S (IR") wit h ¢(( ) E Co(B,) such that ¢ + L ¢,(O = 1. 
,=0 

Definition. The homogeneous Besov space S;.P = {I E S ; II /lIo,:.p < Do} is introduced 

by t he norm 

Il fll o; .• = ( L 112"¢,' f ll~)W 
j=-oo 

3 
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-

for s E IR, 1 S p,p:S 00 and the inhomogeneous Besov space 8~,p = {f E 5'; IIfllor ... < 
oo} similarly defined by 

II/IIB;. = (II"" I II: + L 112"q,,' I II:)'/P'. 
j=O 

'We use the non-negative logarithmic function log+ r which is 

1 + { lOg r, e < r, og r = 
1,O-:;r -:;e. 

Here we give some generalization of the logarit.hmic Scbolev inequality originally due 

to Brezis-Gallouet [4J, BreziE-Wainger[5[ and Beale-Kato-Majd. [2[ (see for some gener

alization [1OJ, [25[, [22[, [16[, [15i). 

T heorem 2.1 ([15J. [21i) . Let 1 ~ " < p ~ 00 and" > O. Then 101' q E [1,00], 
v < 0, the1'e exis ts a constant C which is only depending on 1'1 q and (J such thrll. 107' 

f B· TI/Ij+/i, n B' II/ q- K I E 00.0' 00,(7, 1ue Lave 

Remark J. By t he embedding est imate II / lIm $ II / II B", '1 , the term in the right hl:llld 
00./1 n/ '1." 

side can be changed iut.o 111118n/9 for 1 -:; q $ 00. Furthermore, i t Call be generalized the 
••• 

right hand side into t.he general Besov exponent such as 1111113(1 . 
••• 

The above inequalit.y is a. sort of t.he interpolation inequality for fu nctions in the Besov 

space. In fact the embedding 

is well known . The advantage of the above inequality is at the logarithmic order from the 

higher order norms. If p < v, then the inequality 

always holds since tP c tv. To compensate the deficiency for the second summability 

exponent v to p. we need a higher regulari t.y which is shown by the logarithmic term . The 

extra regularity I E 8::,(11 is devoted for the regularity of f around the low frequency and 

IE 8::,(11 fo r high frequency. In fact it holds that 

" 
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where 1+ = L </>, • I and 1- = 1-1+· 
,>. 

Theorem 2. 1 is 8 generalization to the known logarithmic Sobolev inequalities. Brezis· 

Gallonot (41 firstly presented this type of inequality. That is for I E H' (IR'). 

(2.3) 11/1100 ~ CII'V'/IJ,(1 + (Iog+ II/lIw"')) 1/2 

and more general version is discussed by Brezis-Wainger [5]: for J E "V'l'"(IR"), s > n/p+l 

(2.4) 11/1100 ~ CII 'V' III" (1 + (Jog+ II/lIw"")) I- II" 

Sonle more generalization was done by Ozawa [22] (see also EngJar [10]). On the other 

hand, for t.llt' eli vergence free veclor field f = (11,12, h) eliv f = 0, the logarithmic Sobolev 
type inequalities is observe '<I by Beale-Kata-Majda 12], that. is for I E W'·OO(IR') 

(2.5) 

or Kozono--Taniuchi inequality in term of SMO function ([ 16]); 

(2.6) II / l1x ~ C(1 + 11/118-'10(1 + log+ 11 /11", •.• ))), IE (W·" (IR"))'. 

Theorem 2.1 shows a contrast to those previously obtained inequalit ies (2.3), (2.4) and 

(2.5). since Lhc power of the logarithmic term is determined by the second exponent of 

the Besov semi norm but not the normal V exponents. \Ve should emphasize that (2.6) 

is also included in (2 .1 ) by 8 AI 0 c iI!,oo' 
3. UN IQUENESS CONDITION BY VORTICITY 

Definition. Let X denote a Harmed space. For Q > 0, It class of function u(t.) is in 

L(log £)"(1; X) for an interval l if 

j llll(t)lIx(log+ lIu(t)lIx)Odt < 00. 

Especially Llog £(1; X) slands for a fUllction u{t) with 

j llv(t)lI x log+ lIu(t)lIxdt < 00. 

Theorem 3,1 (Uniqllcness[2J]). Let u and v be the Lemy- Hopf 'weak solutions for the 

Namer··Slokes syst.em untlt the same initial deLta '«0' Pm' 1 :S p S 00, we suppose that 
the v07'ticit.y w for one of the solution satisfies rot u = w E L(log £ )1 /,1 ([0, Tj; B~.p) with 

l /p+ l / pl = 1 and the other solutionu satisfies the energy inequality 

lI 'i(f)II~ + 2J,'II'V'ii(T)lIidT ~ lIuolj, 

Then '!L = ft. 
5 
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~ote that fo r s = nip, it holds 11 / 11"" ~ GII/II" •. Besides, since we are considering 
oo.p p,p 

a weak solution, functions are restricted into the subspaces of the Besov spaces. In this 

case the following inclusion is holds: B~.I(IRn) C U'O{IR") C BMO(JRII
) c B~.oo(IR") . 

T herefore we have the following as a corollary. 

Coro llary 3.2 {limiting vorticity condition}. Let u and it be the Leray-Hopj weak sol-u

hons for lhe Navie7'-Stokes system 1vith the same initial data 1.1.0. Suppose that the vorticity 

of the one of the soLuhon u sahsfies w = rot. u E L log LnO, TJj BMO ) and the oUter so

lution u satisfies the energy 'inequality 

lIu(t)lIl + 2/,' lI vu(r)lIldr ~ 11"011, 

Then 'U = it. 

As i ~ staled ill the introduction, Beale-Kato-Majda [2] showed that the solution of 

Euler equation is regular if rot 1/. E LI([O, Tj; £(0) . In this ca':!c, the vorticity rot'U = w 

can dominate IIVuli oo via the Bio-Savaurt law with aid of extra regularity assumption. ( 

sec also Ponce [231 and KOZOll0-Taniuchi [161 and Vishik [271). In our case, however the 
regularity can be covered by the viscosity of the equation. 

Proof of T heore m 3.1 . Set w = u - ii. We note that W E L""([O, TI; L~ n if~) n 
£' ([0, TI ; if~ ). Since 1U satisfies 

{

OM + c'w - w· Vw + w· Vu + U· VW + V(p - q) = 0, 

(3.1 ) div w = 0, t > O,x E IR", 

w(t.O) = 0, 

t, > 0, x E IR:", 

ill the sense of distribution, we have t he following weak form 

(3.2) 
d 
dt IIw(t)lI; + 2I1Vw(t)lIl = (w(t) . Vu, w(t)). 

integrating over [0, tj, we have the starting inequality, 

(3.3) IIw(t)lIl + 21' II Vw(r)lIldr = 2/,' t(w(r) · Vu(r), w(r))tdr. 

This process can be justified by the fo llowing argument. 

Under the assumption w = rot u E £ log £([0, T] j B~), i t is possible to show that u 
belongs to C l « 0, TJ; H') for any s > 0, i,e, u is smooth except t = ° , and hence satisfies 
the energy equality: 

(3.4) ttu(t)ttl + 21' II Vu(r) ttldr = ttUolIl, 
6 
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(see Kozono-Taniuchi 1161 and Kozono-Ogawa-Taniuchi 115]). We note tbat the energy 
equality guarantees strong continuity of u(t) for t in £2 on [0, T]. On the other hand, by 

assumption, it sat.isfies the energy inequality: 

(3.5 ) 

Combining (3.4) and (3.5) we have (3.3). 
Now WC' decompose the smoother solution "U into the three parts in the pha.<:;e variables 

such as 

,,(x) = L ¢, .,,(x) + L ¢, .,,(x) + L 4>, .,,(x) 
(3.6) j<- N li l'5;N j>N 

=/l,(x) + "",(x) +Uh(:r) 

Then by the Hausdorff· Young inequality: the low frequency part is estimated a'i 

(3.7) 

I(w , Vu" w)1 =I(w, Vw,u,)1 

'>II"'-N • V(w 0 w)II,lIull, 
,>CII V"'_N II> Il wll~lIull, 
,>C2-1"+')N/'lIwlli llull, 

The second term giving a core part of the solutions , can be bound by the logarithmic 

Soholev inequality that for small E > 0: 

(3.8) 

I(w, Vum ,w)1 '> IIwllillV( L ¢, • u)lI~ 
lil:5N 

<CII ' II'II ~ II · {I (~I +II Vu;!;lIlll,.,+lI vu;;;IIB;;~, ), /I>'} _ w, v Um B' + og II ~ II 
p.p E v '!L 80 

~., 

I 2"'IIV,,+II " + 2'NIIVu-II' 1/' <CII 1I'IIv II· {I (-I + m Boo., m n<>~.,) P} _ w, u B'! + og II ~ II <:L .p c vUBfJ 
~., 

,>CN,/p'lIwllili rot "11"" ' 00., 
7 
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where we decompose 'Urn = u~ + U~ = L </>j * Urn + L ¢'j * 'Urn· While t.he last term is 
j~O j<O 

~imply estimated by the Hausdorff-Young inequalit.y that 

I(w, V" '" w) 1 =I(w, Vw,u,,)1 
:SlIw ll ,IIVwll, II (I:; ,F-I(1 - *N) • <P, • u)lIoo 

j>N 

(3.9) 
pN 

:SlIwll,IIVwll,II(-L'.)-IVrl (l - *N)II", llrot "II", 
J,P' OU.P 

:SC2-Nllwll,IIVwll , ll rot "liB' . 
~,' 

Gathering the estimates (3,7)-(3,9) with (3.6) we have 

I(UI ' Vu,w)1 :SC2-NI' llwIl1Ilull, 
(3,10) 

+ CNllp'lIwIl1Ilrotu ll ", + CrNllwll,IIVwll ,lIrot " II ", 
O<J.P <>C.P 

Then choosing N properly lru'ge satisfying 2-N/ 2 I1ulb ~ 1 ,2- N llrot nliBO ~ 1. '\Ie see 00, 
t.hat 

(3,11) I(w, Vu,w)l:S Cllwlli(1 + Ilrot u li Bo (1 + (Iog+ IIrot ull", )IIP') + II Vwlll, 
:>C.P oc .p 

Hence we obtain from (3,3) and (3.11) that 

(3.12) 

IlwU) 111 + 2[llvwI1 1:SC [{ IIW(7)lIl(J + IIrot u(7) II B:Io,,(1 + (Iog+ Ilrot 'U(7) II "1:0) liP') 

+ IIVw(7)lli}d7 
or 

Now the Gronwall argument gives 

(3,14) IIw(t) III :S OIIw(O) II I cxp (1.' { (lirot u( 7) Illi&,)log+ Il rot u( 7) IILi~) lip') }d7 ), 

The right hand side is 0 under the condition rot u E £(log L)l/P' (0, Tj B!). 
D 
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This note is concerned with the nonlinear SchrOdinger equation with a unbounded 
potentiaJ , 

(1) 

where t/) = 1jJ( t , x) is a complex function of (t, x) E R+ X RN , the potential V is bounded 
below and satisfies V (x) --t 00 as [xl --t 00. 1 < p < 00 for N = 1,2 and 1 :$ p < (Z!;) 
fo r N ~ 3. 

vVhen V(x) = Ix12 , the model equation (1) describes the Bose-Einstein condensate 
with attractive interparticle in teractions under magnetic trap (see Tsurumi and Wadati 
[101 as well as Dalfovo elc. [4)). 

'When Inovi is bounded for ail ierl 2:: 2, in terms of the smoothness off the time 0 of 
Schrodingcr kernel for potentials of quadratic growth provided by Fujiware [61, Oh [7] 
established the well-posed ness of (1) in the corresponding energy space. Since Yajima 
Ill] showed that for super-quadratic potent ials, the SchrOdinger kernel is nowhere G 1 

I 

we see tbat quadratic potentials are the highest order potential for local well-posed ness 
of (1) . 

Let w sat isfy inf V + w > 0 and u be a solution of the equation 

(2) 
I _ 

-2.6.1£ + V(x)u + wu - luI" IU = 0, x E R N
, 

------------------
Supported by the JSPS Research Fellowship and the Monbusho's Grant No P-98029. 
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then, ",( t ,x) ~ eXI'(iwt)u(x) is a standing wave of (J.1). Rabinowitz [9J showed the 
existence of the above standing waves (also see Ding and Ni [5]). 

We study the orbital stability of the standing waves of (1) in terms of the argument 
of Cazenave and Lions [31(a1so see Cazenave and Estaban [2]). 

(1 ). 

(3) 

First of all, we need refer to the global well-posed ness of the Cauchy problem for 

Suppose that the initial data arc that 

LCl 

",(O,x) ~ "'o(x), 

H :~ {¢ E Hl(RN ), r V(x)I¢I'dx < ooJ. 1 ftN 

H becomes a Hillbert space, continuously embedded in HI(RN) , when endowed with 
the inner product 

< ¢,1(J> II~ r ['lq\'l<p + (V - inf V)¢<P + ¢<iiJdx, lRN 

whose associated norm we denote 11·1111-
In H , we define the energy functional 

E(</I):~ r [ ~I'l</I I' + -2
1 V(x)I¢I' _ -1-1¢IP+1Jdx, 

inN 4 ]1+1 
¢E H. 

From the Soholev's embedding theorem, we know that E is well defined. From the 
point of view of Hamiltonian systems, E is the generating Hamiltonian of (1) . 

From Oh [7], we have 

Lemma 1 Let II satisfy that inf V > -00 and for each 1"1 2: 2, ID"III is bounded, 
] :$ p < 1 + 11 and 1/10 E H. Then th e Cauchy p1'Oblem (1). (3) Iws a unique bounded 
solution ",( t ,') E C([O, (0), H ). Moreover ",(t, -) satisfies the following conservation 
latus. 

r I",(t,x)l'dx ~ r l"'o(x)I'dx , t E [0,00), 
JR'''' JnN 

E(",(t,' )) ~ E(",o(-)), t E [0,(0). 

Then we state a compactness lemma (also see Omana and "Villem [8J). 

Lemma 2 Let V(x) -4 00 as Ixl -4 00,1 ::: q < Z!i when N 2: 3 and I ::: q < 00 

when N = I) 2. Then the embedding H y L q+ I is compact. 

2 
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Now for Jl > 0, we define a varia tional problem as follows. 

Theorem 1 If V (x) -> 00 as Ixl -> 00 and! < I' < ! + 1; , Ihen we have 

d, = min E(u). 
{IiE I/ ,JRN luI 2d:J:= /.l} 

For any Jl > 0, we dcnote the set of the minimizers of the above minimization 
problem by SJj .Then for any U E SJ' , t here exists a Lagrange multiplier A E R such 
that u is a solution of the elliptic equation 

1 
-2E.U + V (x)u + Au - ululp- I = O. 

It follows that 1P(t,x} ::;: e'Atu is a standing wave solution of (I ). Thus e'Atu(· ) is the 
orbit of u. It is obvious that for any t ~ 0, if u is a solu tion of the above minimization 
problem , t hen eiAtu is also a solu tion of this minimization problem, that is eiAtu E S,.. 
Now in terms of Cazcnave and Lions' argument, we have t he following orbital stability 
theorem. 

Theorem 2 Assume that V satisfies that inf V > -00, V{x) -) 00 as Ixl -) 00 and 
for each 10'1 ~ 2, [Do\l l is bounded .Let 1 < p < ~f fJ > O. Then for (U'bitmry E > 0, 
there exists u > 0 such that for any tPo E H , if 

inf 111/>0 - ulill < <7, 
liES" 

Ihen Ihe solution 1/>(I, x) of Ihe Cauchy problem {I} - {9} salisfies 

inf 111/>(1,') - -"(')11" < e, for all I ~ O. 
liES" 

In addition, when 1 + ;; ::; p < 00 to N ::;: 1,2 and 1 + N ::; P < (Z!i) to N ~ 3, 

for the important case V (x) ::;: ft2 1xl2 (n. > 0), we state the followin g instability result 
for the standing waves as a remark. 

For 'U E H ,w > 0 and t he above 1), we define ihe following functionais . 

J! I I ! 
I (u):= -1 '7ul' + - h'lxl'lul' + -wlul' - --lulp+I,lx. 

4 2 2 p+! 
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S(u) := / ~IVu l' + n' lxl'lul' + wlul' - lul,+ldx. 

Q(u) := / IVul' - 2n'Ixl'Iul' - p - 1 Nlul,+ ldx. 
p + l 

Since the Soholev embedding theorem, the above functiouals arc well defined. 
Then we define two constrained minimization problems. 

and 

dw := inf J(u), 
I uE 11 \ {oJ ,S(u)=O} 

d" := inf J(u), 
" 

where At is a cross· region as follows 

AI:= (u E H,S(u) < O,Q(u) = OJ . 

It. is known that dw is attained. It follows t.hat t.here ex.ists tL E H\ {O} such t hat 
J(u) = ,/' and 

-~"'u + r,'lxl'u + wu - "I'ul,-I = 0, 

Thus exp{iwt)u(x) is a standing wave. 'Ve have t he following st.rong inst,abiiity of the 
standing waves with some frequency w. 

Theorem 3 For 1 + ~ $ 7> < 00 to N = 112 and 1 + ,~ :S p < (Z~~) to N ~ 3, let 
w such that df',1 ~ d..., . Then for the minimizer'U oj dw, and any e > 0, there exists 
,po E H with IIV), - "111I < e such that the so/utioTl,p(t, x) 0/ the Cauchy problem (1) -
(3) blows '11.1) in a finite time. 
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Small solutions to nonlinear Schriidinger 

equations in the Sobolev spaces' 

M.KAKAMURA 

Gradwl1.e School of Informat.ion Scienccs(GSIS), Tohoku University, 
Sendai 980-8~77, Jnpnn 

1 . Introduction 

In this talk , we consider the Cauchy problem for nonlinear SchrOdinger equa
tions in the Soholev sp~ce of fractional order. The problem is given by the 
(orm 

(:'I LS) { 
'/i,u( t ,x) + ,',,,(t,x) ~ f(,,(t ,x)), (I.x) E R x R ", 
IL(O,·) ::=q,E fJ-S(RIl

), 112:.0, n ? 1. 

where u and f are complex-valued functions. ll. is the Laplacian in R II. 
We show the global solutions of (NLS) under the following assumptions. 

(1) For O!5 S < 11./2, the Ilonlinearity J is given by I(u) = c:1u.IP- 1u with 
(. E C and 1+4 / n ~ 11 $: 1+4/(u- 2s). And IltPi 11 11 / 1- 2/(1)- 1)11 is sufficiently 
small. 

(2) For s = n /2, f(u} behaves as a conformal power (' furl/flu near zero 
and has exponential gl'owth rate such as cexp(K.luI2) with K. > 0 at infi nity. 
And lin; L211 is relatively small wit.h respect to Ill/Jj/ fl/211. 

(3) For s > 1l/ 2, J(u) behaves as a conformal power (·Iul"/flu near zero 
and has an arbitrary growth rate at infinity. And Ilu; L211 is re latively sma ll 
with respect to 114>; /1(1 11 for any fi.xed q with n / 2 < 0 $ 8. 

Our motivation is based on the scal ing argument for (KLS) with J(u) = 
cluI P-

' 
U by which p is restricted as 

p5, 1 +4/(,,-25) (0. 1 ) 

for 0 $ .'1 < n/2. Here it is natural that we have conjectures from the form 
of (0.1) that the growth rate of the nonlinearity is not restricted in the cases 

Joint, work wilh Tohru Ozawa (I-Iokkaido Un iversity). 
This work was !mrtly supported by Jfl~n Society for the Promotion of Sciencc. 
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-

s ;?: n/ 2. Our results (2) and (3), above, relate to these conjectures and (2) 
seems to be optimal in terms of 'frudinger's inequality. 

Among a large literature on the problem (NLS). we mus t. refer to the 
paper [3], in which T. Kato has already obtained the analogous results to 
ours. One of t he main improvement compared to 13] is that on (2), in which 
we eased the t'estriction on the behavior of I('IJ ) at infinity to the level of 
exponential gTowth rate from the polynomial growth rate which is assumed 
in [3[. 

The key estimates in our proof are estimates for the nonlinearities in the 
scheme of Besov spaces, which gives us sharp estimates for Ilonlinearities of 
power type such as lul,/- IlL by use of its property 

lal' l/(z)-al.l /(w)1 :5c[z-wl',-I.I, z,wE C 

for s < 7> < lsI + 1 with the equivalent norm 

111( "); /i;.m(R" )[I 

~ {r~ (,I.J-' sup 1181'1 (1(''',0) I _ al. lu( ,, (- + y) I; U'II Imr/, /' } '!m 
io [111<" 

for 0 < .<$ ¢ Z, 1 :$; 1', In :::; 00, while the est imates are dOlle in the scheme of 
Sobolev spaces in 13] . For simplicity, we write a;,2(R"} as iJ: . 

2. Estimates for nonlinear terms 

The nonlineal'ities in our results are characterized by the following as
sumption (N).~ .I" with 0 :::; S < 00 and 1 :$; p < 00. 

(N)~.p I E Clsl(C; C) and t here exists a nonnegative, nondecreasing, 
function M on R .- such that for all A' with 0 :::; A' :::; 18J 
I(k) satisfies the estimates 

I/ (kl(z)1 :5 Izl(p-kl • M(lzII, 

I/!I·II (z,) - I !I·II (z,)1 
< { Iz, - z, IP-I.IM(lz,[ V Iz,ll if 8 < l' < [81 + I 
- Iz, - z,[(lz, 1 V Iz, IIIP- I.I - 'I'M([z,[ V Iz,lI otherwise 

for all z, z" " E C. where let M(· ) " 1 for (1), M (x) " exp«lxl') 
with I\. > 0 for (2). 

Here I (k ) denotes any of t he k-t.h order derivatives of I with respect to z 
and i and I/(A;) 1 denotes the maximum of the moduli of those derivatives. 
For a, b E R we denote by a V b the ma.ximum of a and b. 
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The main est imates are following. We use (0.2) for (I) and (3), (0.3) for 
(2). 

Proposition 0.1 Let 0 < s < 00, 1 < p < 00. ut J satisfy (N)" p- Let 
1 ~ ,"; < 00, 2 "$ 1'- ~ 00, 2 ~ 1'0 < 00 satisfy 

IF = 0)-1)/,' + 1/'·0 · 

Then 

Ilf("); iii II ~ M(lln; h~ n 8::'11)11,,; u ' n iJ?IIP- ' Ilu; U:"II, (0.2) 

IfJ+ 1 00 .f 

II[(u); ulli ~ e LL ;, II"; L,,(I) n iJ?,(l)IIPY
' , . "II .. ; 8:,11. (0.3) 

k 1 l 0 . 

whe ... ,·de) is gtven by IF = (pV k - I + 2l)/ 'de) + 1/ '·0. 

3. Sketch of the pl'oof of (2) 

Let l / Qo = 1/ 1"0 = n/ 2(n+2). by which «ro.1'o) forms an adm issible pair 
for the Strichartz estimates for SchrOdinger equations. Let Po be a number 
with 

I ~ Po ~ {l + 4/ ,,) VI'· 

Let w, 1\ (I be numbers defined by 

Theil putting I/f'k(f) == 010 - 1)/(1) v ~, - 1 + 2£1)1'01 we have 

1/,' = (p V k - 1+ 2l)(,·,(P) + 1/ "0. 

Let f satisfy (N)~,,,, Then by Proposition O. I, we have 

1.,1+ 1 00 l 

11ft,,); B111 :; C L L ;, lin; L,,(l) n iJ?,(l)IIPY
' ""II"; &:,11· (0.4) 

k 1 {O ' 

Lemma 0, 1 [r;, Lemma 2.2] The following estimates holds, 

[I tt; L'" II :$. Co,.1 / 21( ro-2)/2r Ilu; Ii 11 / 2 II I-ro/r 1111; L ro II ro/r , 
II"; U!'II ~ CO,.l /2 ' ( .. -'II" II"; /1 ,,1'11, - .. 1' II"; Li~, 11",1, 

for any "0, r with 0 < 1/1' :s 1/ 1'0 :s 1, where the constant Co is independent 
of", but may be dependent on 7'0· 
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Applying the above lemma to (0.4), we have 

Ilf(,,): Bi ll 
[s) f 1 00 

< eLL (Ldf) llu; ir /2I1pVk- '+2l- (PO - '}I I'II ; B~o llpO-ll1u; iJ:olI, 
k 1 l -c-O 

where 
Uk (f) -= K.

1 
Cgvk- l t-2l1'k(f)(PVk- I t ZC)/2+(PO-l)(ro- 21/2ro. 

I! 
Applying the Holder inequality in time variable to the last inequality, we 
have 

Ilf (u): L'(/: ilm 
'5 P( II": L~(/: 1/"1')11)111" 11": £""(/: ~,,)IIPo - III";L""(/: iI;,) II (0.5) 

for any illterval I C R , where 

[ .. [II 00 

P( :r) -= C 2: L o.d£)xPVk - 1 f.2l-('~- I), .r > O. 
k_ l t u 

By (0.5), Strichartz estimates and t.he standard contraction argument , we 
can conclude that there exists pi, which is P multiplied by a constant, such 
that if the initial data ¢ satisfies 

(0.6) 

then there exists a so lu tion of (l\LS) in a (!; H ~). In above, if ]J satisfies 
p ~ 1 + 4/11., then we can take w = 0, So that the solution is global with 
II¢: £'11 suffic;entl), small compared to II¢; iI"i2 II. 0 

Remark. Corresponding to (0.6). the sufficient conditions 011 the initial 
data for the existence of the solutions of (NLS) are given by 

CI/ll - (P- l)("-2~o)!411¢; {/so IiP-' :5 1 and 0 :$ So :$!; 

for (1) with a constant C> 0, and 

for (3) with a nonnegative. nondecrea.sing function M(·}. 

'I 
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GAIN OF ANALYTICITY FOR SEMILINEAR SCHRQDINGER EQUATIONS 

HIROYtJKI CHIHARA 

This talk is concerned with gain of analyti city of solutio ns to the initial va lue problem 
for semi linear Schrodingcr equations of the (onn 

a,,, - i.e." = f lu. au) m IR x 1R". 

u(O , x) = 1<o(x) m 1R" , 

( I ) 

(2) 

where It is a complex-valued unknown functi on of (t. x) E R X RII . X = (Xl •... , Xrc) . 

i = P . O, = a/at, OJ = a/Dx) . a = (0" ... , a,,), D. = Dl + ... + a~ . n iSlhc spalial 
dimension. Assume that the nonlinear term feu, u) is a cubic and Sl1100th functjon on 
R? X 1R,2n. has a hoJomorphic extension on C2 x ((:'2n, and satisfi es the gauge invariance: 

f (e;';", e" 'v) = e;'; f (u . v) for 'I' E IR, (v. u) E C x C". 

We here recall Sobolev spaces. Let fJ be a real number. /1 0 is lhe SCL of all tempered 
di stributions on ]R1I satisfying 

lIull, = (1..1(1 -U)'/'U(X)I'dT) 'I' < +00. 

C(J j H 9) denotes the set of all H(J -valued strongly continuous functions on the interval I 
Recently. the author proved that if 1lo = o(lxl~l) as Ixl -4 00 with some I = 1.2,3 ..... 

then the unique solution u to (1)-(2) gained extra smoothness of order l in x for t -:fi O. 
Morc precisely. 

Proposition I (f) l). LeI B be a realllllll1lJer grealer Ihal/ 11 /2 + 3. and let l be a /wl/l/ega
live integer. 71,el1!oraIlY 11'0 satisfy ing .rouoE Tl o Jor 101 ~ tt there exiSI a positive lime T 
depending only on lIuolio lind a unique SOllilioll 'U 10 ( 1)-(2) be/ol/ging 10 C([-T . T j; H O). 

Moreover 'U salisfie~i 

(x)-Iol{)"" E e([-T, T] \ (OJ : fl O) 

for lal ~ it where 8" = ()f! .. . ~" and lal = 0.) + . .. + an for o = (0) . .. . , 0:'11)' and 

(x) = }1 + Ixl'. 
More recently. Hayashj, Naumkin and Pipolo proved the infinite vers ion of Proposi

tion ) for the one-dimensional equations. Roughly speaking, if 110 = o(e-t' i:t) as 1.1::1 ---7 00 

with some e > 0, then the unique solulion 11 to (I )· (2) becomcs rea l analytic in x for l t= O. 
See [4] . Reconsidering the mcthod developed in [ I]. we here present the infinite version 
of Proposition I. 

1991 Marhell/arics SlIbject ClassijiclIfiol1 . Pri mary 35B65; Secondary 35G25, 35Q55, 35505, 
I 
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2 H. CnlHARA 

Theorem 2. Lei (J, sand E be recll nllmbers satisfyillg 8> n / 2 + 3, S ~ I alld E > 0 
respectively. Theil Jor ally Uo slltisfying eE (.:t}I/a uoE lT fI, there exist a positive lime T de
pendillg o1lly 011 11 110118 anti a unique sO/lliion tl 10 ( 1)-(2) belonging to C([-T 1 T I: J-J8). 
MoreOl'er, there exist pos;t;l'e cO/Wonls AI. Ii alld p slIch Illar 

II (x) -,,,- oltr&",,(t) II. " M (",\(tW'" (p'\(t) )-Iolm!"a!', 

Jor allY I E [-T , T ] \ {O}, IIO/mega/ive illieger m and multi-illdex 0', where A(l) -
1/ltl'/2 + l /I tl. 

We would like to emphasize that the existence lime T in T11eorem 2 is independent of 
(he weight pc(x}I/ • . So. we can say that the so lution to ( 1 )-(2) g~lins Gevrcy-s smoothness 

according to the exponential decay of the initial data. 
Let T be a positive constan t, and let J = (J1 .... , I n ) be an opcraLor defined by 

Jku = Xk'U + 2it8ku = ei!.I'!'/412it8k (e-ilx\'/4Iu) . 

To prove Theorem 2. we see ( I) as a system for 

'U' _ [r!OUO'/L r !o JOU] 
1 - I I 1 II ' 

G. 0.. a!" 

and o btain the unifo rm energy estimates for {WI},= 1,2.3, ... step by step provided that r is 
sufficiently small . Doi-type operator discovered in [2] and block diagonalization of the 
system apply to getting the energy estimates. Note that the ellipticity of the principal pan 
of Lhe equation ( 1) is essen tial for the block diagonali 7.at ion, About the initial va.lue prob
lem for semi linear Schrodinger equation wilh none lliptic principal part, sec f5] . Finally, 
we remark that from the view point o f the Gevrcy exponent S, our Gcvrcy estimate of 
solution is not optimal. Indeed, Hayashi and Kato studied the case s = 1/2 for the gauge 
invariant equation of the fonn 

a", - ic"" = f(u), 

and proved that the unique solution was real -analytic in (t,x) E ([-T, T] \ {OJ) x JR". 
See 13J for the dewi!. 
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Scattering theory and self-similar solutions 

for the nonlinear Schrodinger equation 

Thierry Cazenave 

Analyse :\umerique-UMR C~RS 7598 Universite Pierre et Marie Curie 
-I , place Jussieu 75252 Paris Cedex 05 F'tance 

We present some results in collaboration with F.B. Weissler concerning thesolutions 

of the model nonlinear Schrooinger equation 

( 1) 

where '/I = 'It(L,:,.) is a function (0,00) x]RN -t C, ()' > 0 and') E IR. 

It is well-known that if l> < N ~ 2 (Ii < 00 if N = 1), theu the Cauchy problem is 

locally well-posed 1/1 (IRN ). Moreover , there is conservation of cbarge and energy. If, in 

addition, the initial value belongs to /,2(JR N, I:,frl.?;) , then the solution stays in tbat space 

(see [6J). If ~I > 0, or if 0 < -lI N, or if the initial value has small /1 1 norm, then the 

solution is global and uniformly bounded in /11 as l -t 00 (see [6, 9, 1]). 

The asymptotic behavior of the solutions as I. -t 00 is often described by the scattering 

theory, at least if the initial value is small. More precisely, if 11' ~ -l IN and if the initial value 

has small /1 1 norm, the there exists a unique u+ E /l 1(JRN ) such that l ,-i t6 1L(t) -t ,,+ in 

I/'(JRN) as /, ---> 00, wbere (f''''')«F. is the SchriXIinger group (see 17J and 18]), The lower 

bound on 0 can be improved if one is willing to work in a smaller space. More precisely, if 
·1 

(t > N + 2 (0 > 2 if N = 1) , and if the initial value is small in 1/' (JRN) n 1_2(JRN
, IJ'1 2dx), 

then t.here exists a unique 1'+ E If l(IRN) n [ ,2(JRN, 1:r:J2d:r) such that p - it6u (l) ---0 1/+ in 

I/ I(JRN) n I} (JRN , 1"12d,,) as (, ---> 00 (see 121). This last property implies easily that 

(2) 

as t ---> 00 , ([fA( < 0, some of these results hold for Ia[ge data, see 17, I ~ , 21.) 
We will study the asymptotic behavior of the solutions from a different point of view, 

and obtain different behaviors from (2). The main ingredients are only estimates for the 
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solutions of the linear equation with hmogeneous data and the elementary estimate 

(3) 

wbjcb holds for all 0 :$ f' 5 00 and all L > O. The estimate (3) is sharp in the sense that if 

'" E S'(JRN ), '" i 0, then lim inf £"~f,, IIc""",I,""" > 0 (see [10], p.228). In particular, if 
Hoo 

!p bas sufficient decay Ixl -+ 00, then IIci t .6. tpIlLI>I<I:::::: C'l{~r'l) as f. -+ oo,and for all (J ~ O. 

It turns out that there are other decay rates . Indeed, consider 1jJ(x) = Ixl - P with 

0 < Rep < N, so that ·'/1 E l,io,(JRN ) n S (JRN ). If "U(I, ,.) = [,,""41]("), then by uniqueness 

u(L, :,.) = .Apu(,X,2L , .A3..) for all .A > OJ and so, letting .A = l -! 1 

II(''''' '''IIL"+' = t,r.;-" - "r lie'''''' II LId '" (4) 

? .{N N} fJ + - > mmRe ' N . 11 - Rep 
(5) 

The same property holds if, more generally, '1/1(:1:) = w(.l;)lx l- P with w homogeneous of 

degree 0 and sufficiently smooth (see [3, 4, 11 , 13, 12[) . Now, fix 0 ~ p ~ 00. Given 
Nfl [ 2101 N 'tA. 0 < " < ) ' let "' (a·) = " 1- - "". It foUows from (4) and (5) that lie' "'ilL'" = 

2(p + 2 
(,', - 101, In particular, all possible decays up to the maximal one (3) are achieved. 

The fUllctions 1/; considered above are not in any /,q(IRN ), We now consider smooth 

functions !p that behave like"" for lx l large. For example, fix a. function () E C~(JRN) with 

0('1") = 0 for 1"1 ~ I and 0(,,) = 1 for Ixl 2: 2, and let "' (,.) = ["1 - 2V
- mO(,,) with p and " 

N (' "-" 
as above. We have", E (:OO(JR N), '" E 1/00 (JRN) if" > )' and ", - '" E U TI (lRN) if 

4(p + 2 

" < N / 2. Therefore, if (N P ) < " < ?( N p 2) , tben 
41' + 2 -p + 

tV lllc""", IIL"" -1I(''''''''lb,,1 ~ d V -":!'" --> 0, 
( _00 

so that 

as I --1 00 . In particular, aU the possible behaviors between L-~ and the maximal one 
..2!.L-

C'J(" I 'J) are achieved with initial values tp E 1/ 00(JRN). i\'ote that the lower bound on the 

decay rate is optimal by Strichartz' estimate if p '$ N ~ 2 (p < 00 if N == 1,2) . 
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We now turn to the nonlinear problem (1). Consider 11 E C, Re ]J = 2/n . If n is a 

solution of (1), then 1L).(l , 3;) = >.PU (>.2(" >':1;) is also a solution for every>. > O. A solu tion 

u of (1) such that 1L = u). for>. > 0 is caUed a self-similar solution. If It is a self-similar 

solution, then letting A = 1-' , we see that u(l,x) = l- ~"( l , it). J (x) = u(l,:r) is 

called tbe profile of u. We see that lI u(t) II L' = lr, - i; IIJIIL', for aU ,. e: 1. In particular, 

11 11(1) ilL' = l 'I - I; IIJ II L'. Tberefore, by conservation of charge, if It is a self-similar solution 

in the classical 1f 1 sense and if fl' -:j:. -l i N , then H = O. Therefore, the energy space is 

not appropriate for the study of the self-similar solutions. It turns out that self-similar 

solutions can be studied in another space, which is also quite natural. Suppose the profile 

J belongs to /,.+2(JRN). It foUows that 111I(l) II Lo " = d-~ witb 

~ - (N - 2)Q 
(I = . 

20(0 + 2) 
(6) 

Therefore, a self-similar solution with profile in },a+2(JR N ) must belong to the space 

with {3 given by (6). That property suggests to solve the Cauchy problem for the equa

tion (1) in the space Xa , with initial values in the corresponding space 

The consideration of these spaces introduces limitations on o. Indeed , if (N - 2)cr > I, 

then {; < 0 so that WOo = {OJ. On the other hand, if" < Go, where 0'0 is the positive 
. No. 

root of the polynomml N3:' + (N - 2)x - 4, then {I > 2(0 + 2}' so tbat agaIn W. = {OJ. 

:."ote that the exponent (.to also appears in the scattering theory, see [1.1, 2). Using the 

estimate (3), one shows by an elementary fixed point argument the following existence 

result (see Tbeorem 2.1 in [3J). 

THEOREM 1. A ssume 

~ 
fro < f.l' < N . - 2 

(7) 
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There exists" > 0 such that if lfJ E Wo and IllfJl1 w" :::; /I, then there exists a solution 

1L E Xo with l1u l1 x .. ::; 2p of the equation (1) with the initial condition u(O) = 'P in the 

sense that 

a{f) = f,itt::. lfJ + 'i.7 !at f,i(t - ,,)t::.l u(·-;) lo·II(S) d.~ , 

for all I > o. " is unique in the class {lInllx" S 2p). 

( 8) 

We now may apply Theorem 1 to homogeneous init.ial values (see Proposition -t.3 

in [3]). 

COROLLARY 2. Assume (7). If ,/I (x) = (·Ixl-P with Re p = 2/ " and r sufficiently small, 

then the solution l' of (8) with the initial value 1/J given by Theorem 1 is self-similar. 

As observed above, the self·similar solutions constructed in Corollary 2 can not ID 

general be classical II I solutions, However, we can use them to describe the asymptotic 

behavior of certai n Snite energy solutions (see Propositions -1.7 and -1.8 in [3]) . 

THEOREM 3. Assume 

4 
(to < (\' < N' 

Let ·ql(3"J = (·I:,. I-P Re 1) = 2/". Let 0 be a (,'00 cut-oLT function and 'P(x) = 

(-8(."J I3· I-P E 1f00(IRN). Let n be the classical Ifl solution of (1) with the initiaJ value 

'P. If c is sufliciently small, then 11"(1) - ,·(IJ ll u' " = O( I - "~;" l+') for any r > 0, where 

l ' is the (self-similar) solution of (8) with the initial value 'l/1 as given by Corollary 2. In 

particular, 1111(1.) II L" " '" 1- 8 as 1 ~ 00. 

One can interpret Theorem 3 as follows. If lfJ(:';) = l"I:I'I-P for :1; large, with (' smaU, 

then II ,,(I) II L"" behaves like I-P. One may wonder what happens if 'P("') = r l>:I-P fo r a: 

large, with Re 7' > 2/ 0', (We already know by the scattering theory that if Re 11 is large 

enough, then II t£(t) II u>! :1 behaves like t - ':l(Zfl) _) An answer to that question is given by 

the fo llowing resu lt (see Proposition 7.7 in [5]). 
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THEOREM 4. Assume (7). Let l' E C satisfy 

{
2N} ,, + 1 max - , - < Rep < N --, 
(\' 2 n + 2 

and set 

Rep N 
/1:;;; -- - > [1. 

22(,, + 2) 

Let 1J; (,,;) = ,·j.rl- P, let 8 be a (:00 cut-off, and set "" (.,-) = ,.8(:'-) I.,-I - p E 1/00 (Il!.N). Let 

tt be the classical J / 1 solution of (1) with the initial value \p. If to is small enough, then u 

is global and there exists c > 0 such that 1,"' lI u(l ) - (>1t~1plI L"" 12 = O(t -€ ). In particular, 

11,,(1.)11 1."" '" t- V a.s t ~ 00. 

Xote that 1t(/) behaves like eitl1 ~) , which is a self-simi lar solution of the linear SchrQ.

clinger equation. In view of the assumptions of Theorem 4, the range of decays that are 

achieved is given by 

and 

No 
f1 < J.I < ;:-;---;:;
. 2(,, + 2) 

Nn NQ 
-;,--:-= < I) < ;:-;--:-= 
4(0 + 2) 2(" + 2) 

,.r 4 
tl'o < o :$ N ' (9) 

,.r 4 ·1 
N < " < -c;-----;: N - 2· (10) 

The upper bound in (9) and (10) is optimal and it is achieved for small initial values in 

I II (lRN) n [~2(lRN, 1:1'12(l;,;). The lower lirnit in (10) is never achieved because of Strichartz' 

estimate. The lower limjt in (9) is probably not optimal. 

:Xote also that in the scattering theory, the mapping t.p _ u+ is one to ooe. 10 

Theorems 3 and .,j we see that, by taking different cut-off functions B, many solutions 

of ( l ) are asymptotic as L - 00 to the same self-similar solution of (1), or of the linear 

Sc.hrodioger equation in the case of Theorem -I. That may look surprising. However, 

it seems that the scattering theory cannot be applied to the initial values considered 

in Theorem 3. Indeed, the li t scattering does not apply because 0' < 4/ N and the 

scattering in 1/' (Il!.N) n 1.' (IR N, I"'1 2 ,j,,) does not apply because 'P ¢ 1.' (Il!.N,I,,1 2 ,j:I;). On 
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the other hand, one may apply the fl1 scattering theory to the initial values considered 

in Theorem.t in the case 0' > .tI N. What happens is that, with respect to the scattering 

theory, Theorem .t provides information of different nature (i.e. the fact that 1I u.( t) lI u> -f 2 

behaves like t - V). 
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GLOBAL EXISTENCE FOR A C LASS OF SYSTEMS OF 
NONLINEAR WAVE EQUATIONS 

SOICIURO KATAYAMA 

1. I NT IlODUCTION 

We consider the Cauchy problem for systems of non linear wave equations of the 
type 

(1.1) 
{

D.U' = F. (u.Du,D.Du) in (0,00) X JR" (i = 1"" ,m), 

u(O,x) = ef (x), u,(O,x) = eg(X) , 

where D, ::::: 8~ - C;~z (i = 1, "' , m) with Cj > 0, U ::::: (U')"::I .... ,m' 
Du ::::: (O/ltL,)I=I ..... m and DzDu = (o,81l 'Uj) i=I, ... ,trL. Here we used the notation 

a=O,'",11 }=1,"',1l 
0:=0 . .. • ,I} 

f10 :::: at a nd 8) ::::: a
LJ 

(j ::::: 1, ," ,n). Without loss of generali ty, we may assume 
CI $ C2 $ ... $ em· 

\ Ve suppose that F ::::: (Fi )i=l .... ,m is a smoot.h function around the origin , satisfying 

(1.2) 
F(u,v,w) = F ( (U')'ol, ... m' (v, .• ).ol, .. ,,,,, (W'J')'OI'''''" ) 

a=O,'" ,n )=1,'" ,II 
11=0,···.,. 

= o{lul' + lvi' + Iwl') 
around the origin in IRm x IRm(Tl+ l ) x IRHln (n+l\ with some integer p(~ 2). We also 
suppose that. / , 9 E Cr(IR.") and that! is a small and positive parameter. 

In ordC'r to ensure existence of local solutions to (1.1 ), we always assume 

( 1.3) c~"(u.v,V!) =et:(1L,v,w) (i ,j E {l , '" ,m},k E (t, ... ,n} ,a E (O,'" ,n}) 

for allY (u, v, w) E Rm x IRm (II+I) x IRmn(n+I), where 

(1.4) U( ) aF.( ) cka tt, V, W = -a-- 11., v,w . 
w)Jca 

Withom loss of generality, we may also assume 

(15) i) ij 
. c" = e" (i.j E {l , " ,m}, k,l E (I,,,, ,n}) 

in addition to (1.3), because we only consider classical so lu t ions. 

III t. he fo llowing, we say that (GE) holds when for any I , 9 E Co(IR"), there 
exist.s a pos itive constant Eo such that (1.1) admits a unique global solu t ion 11. E 
Coo ([0,00) X JR") for any e E (0. eo] . 
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2 SOiCHmo KATAYM.IA 

\.vc waut to recall some known rcsult s briefJy. restricting our attention to the cases 
11 :;::: 2 and n ::: 3. 

First we assume that Cl ;;:: C2 = ... = em(= c). lu t his case, it is known that (GE) 
holds if \ve assli me 1) ;::: 3 when n = 3, or p ;::: 4 when 11 = 2, respect ively. On the 
other hand , (GE) does not hold for general nonlinear terms F when (n, p) = (3, 2) or 
(2,3). Hence we need some condition on F in order to get (GE) when (n,p) = (3, 2) 
or (2,3). 

Here we introduce some notations. For a given function G = G(u,v:w) and a 
positive integer k, we define a function C (k) by 

'uoVfJWi 
GI' I(It, 'U, w) = L a::a~a~G(O , 0, 0) 'P' , ' 

lol+I.8I+hl=k o . . 'Y. 

where f)O· = 8?1 ... cr.'" Uo = un] . •• uCt,nm and so on. vVe also define u til LIm ' I 

• a , 
GI"I( ) '" "" oRa' G( 0) It, .,w, , u , V, W = L.J Vu,O;;-, w, 0, 0, o!,B!! ' 

a+l(fi+hl=k 'Y 

where VI = (Via)a=O ... rid Wi = (Wi.,1a)j=I ... n, and ae = aeo .. ·aen for a multi-index 
, " o=O: ... :n' •. 0 '." 

P = (.80,,, . ,P.)· ~, is defined similarly. 
For a positive constant c, we define 

" 
N(c) ={X = (Xo,'" ,Xn) E IRn+IIXg - e2 L X~ =O} , 

} =i 

L(e) ={(u,u ,w) I there exist I' = (1',), v = (v,) E IRon and X E N(e) such that 

v = (P.JXoh==I,. .. . m. W = (vjXk Xah=- I,. ... m}. 
a=O,.··,n k= I ,···,n 

o=O,.··,n 

Theorem 1.1 (Klainerman [10], the author [8]). Let e, = ... = c,. = c. Suppose 
that (n,I') = (3,2) or (2 , 3). If F IPI " 0 on L(e), then (GE) holds for (Ll). 

See also Christodou lou [2]. Godin [3]. Hoshiga [4] and the author [7]. 
The above condition, F (p) == 0 on L(c), is known as the "Null Condi t ion" . 

Now we consider t.he general case CI ::5 C2 :::; ... :::; Cm. For simplicity of exposition, 
we assume CI < C2 < ... < Cm here. 

When F = F(u ,w) (namely F is independent of u) , Agemi - Yokoyama ([1]) 
in t roduced the NulJ Condition for systems with different speeds of propagat ion. 

Theorem 1.2 (Agemi - Yokoyama [t], Ho,higa - Kubo [5], Yokoyama [16]) . Let 
CI < ... < c,.n· Suppose that (n,p) = (3,2) Dr (2,3). Moreover' we assume that 
F is independent of 11., namely F = F(v. w). If 

F/"'I,, 0 on L(c,) for each i E {l, ... , m}. 

then (GE) holds for (1.1 ). 
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GLOBAL EXISTENCE FOR NOl\"LlNEAR WAVE EQUATIO:"lS 3 

Now we want to consider t he case where F = F(u, Du, DzDu). 
Ln genera l, estimates for u are not so good as those for its derivatives Du and 

DzDu. Especially, we note here that the energy inequality does not give a natural 
es timate for u itself in genera1. These facts make the analysis complicated. 

However, for the special case where F has a d ivergent form, the situation is much 
simpler. Roughly speaking, the solution u for this case cal] be written in terms of 
solutions to some wave equations. Hence the necessary tools for the analysis are 110 

morc than those necessary for the case where F depends oIlly 011 derivatives of u. 
From this observation, we can see that a similar proof to that of Theorem 1.2 gives 
tiS the following result. 

Theorem 1.3. Let c, < ... < c",. Suppose that (n,p) = (3,2) Dr (2,3). Assume 
that there exi.st functions GI1 (u, v) = (GI1 ,i(U, v))i=l .... ,m (a = 0,'" , n) such that 

n 

F(a, Du, D, Du) = L8, {G,(u, Du)} for any u E c'. 
11=0 

IfC~;i) ,, 0 onL(e;)foranyaE {O, ,,· ,n} andonyiE {l , .. .. ,m}, then (GE) 
holrLs fdr the Cauchy problem (1.1 ). 

Note that nonlinear terms of order greater than p + J is also assumed to have a 
divergent form in Theorem 1.3. 

Our main purpose is to show that we need no restriction 0 11 terms of order greater 
than p+ I in order to get (GE) when (11., p) = (3,2). More precisely, our main result 
is the following: 

Theorem 1.4. Suppose that Cl < .. . < Cm and (n,p) = (3,2) . Assume that there 
exist /unctions Gt! (tt, v) = (GI1 ,i( u! v)) i= l, ... ,m (a, = 0, 1,2,3) such that 

3 

F(2I(u, Du, D,D-,,) = L o.{ G,(a, Du)} f a" any u E c'. 
11=0 

If G;';,I " 0 Oil L(c,) for any a E {O, I , 2, 3} and i E {I , .. · , m }, tile" (GE) holrLs 
for tI;e Cauchy problem (1.1 ). 

In order to prove Theorem 1,4, we need some estimates for LOO_ <lnd L2-norms of 
u in addi t ion to estimates used in the proof of Theorem 1.2, because F - F (2l does 
not necessarily have a divergent form . 

2. L2-ESTIMATES 

Let J and 9 be functions in .9', where .9' denotes the class of rapidly decreasing 
funct ions, alld C a positive CO nstant. \·Ve define a mapping U' [1, Yj c1 by 

(2. 1.) V ' lf,g; c[(t,x) = u(t,x) for t > 0 and x E JR', 
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where '/I. is tbe unique classical solution to 

(2. l b) {
(Df - o'6.)u(t,x) = ° 
u(O, x) = I (x), (D,u)(O, x) = 9(X) 

[or (t,x) E (0 ,00) x JR', 
for X E 1R3. 

For a given function '" = ",{t, x), we define another mapping U]¢; c] by 

(2.2.) U],,;;c](t,x) = v(t,x) for (t,x) E (O,oo) x JR' , 

where v is the unique classical solution to 

(2.2b) 
{

(Dl - c'6%)v(t,x) = ¢i{ t,x) 
v(O, x) = (D,v)(O, x) = ° for (t,x) E (O,oo) x JR' , 

for x E ]R3. 

To estimate £2-norms of U[ Fj - Fj(2) j e,l, we use the following. 

Lemma 2.1 (von Wahl ]15)). We have 

(2.3) IIU]¢>;c]{t")II,,<:;c [' 11";(T, ·)IIL."dT 107·t>0, • 10 
and 

(2.4) IIU'I!,g; e](t. ·) IIL, <:; C(II/IIt, + 1191IL"') lor t > 0. 

For the estimate of L2-norms of U[F,(2); e,l, we can make usc of a better est imate 
because F(2) = En Bu.Gn. 

Since 

(2. 5) U]D,,,;; el = D.U]¢>; el - oo .• Uo]O, ';;{O, .); cl, a = 0, I, 2. 3 

with Kronecker's delta 

o _{I, i=j 
I.] - 0, i ij, 

the energy inequality and (2.4) imply the following: 

Lemma 2.2 . Lei. Q E {a, 1, 2, 3}. Then we have 

(2.6) IIUID,¢>; cJ( t, . )IlL, s C ([ II¢{ T, -)IIL,dr + 60 •• 1I¢{0 •. ) Ii, .• " ) 

lor t > 0. 
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3. L oo-DECAY ESTIMAT ES 

\·Ve introduce SOln £' we ights which arc concerned with decay of solu tions to waye 
C<luations. Let c be a non-negative constant. \Vc defin e 

(3. 1) W",V(T, p; c) = (I + p)" (1 + ICT _ pl)v, 

(3.2) 1O~,V(T, p; c) = (1 + T + p)"(1 + 1<7 - pi)" for T ~ 0 and p ~ 0, 

For given positive constants el,· · · ,Crn, we define 

(3,3) W (T,p) = W (T,p;CI,'" ,c,,, ) =, min WI,I(T,p;C,) . 
) =1,·" ,1Jl. 

For fUll ct ions 1> = cIJ(t,x) and w = W(T,p) which arc defin ed on IR+ x IRJ and 
lR+ x IR+ respectively, and for a non-negative integer k, we define 

(3.4) 1¢lw,'" = L sup sup{ lvlw (T,lvl) 1iJ"¢(T,Y)I } , 
lal~k OST9 yEli3 

We also define 

(3,5) lIof>lIw,'" = L sup Ilw (T, I' I) iJ"n~¢(T, ')IIL'IR')' 
IQI+I.8I:S k OST9 

where n.8 = n~2ng~n~: with fl ij = xi8j - x)81" 
First we state known decay estimate for homogeneous wave equations. 

Lemma 3.1. Let c be a positive constant. Suppose that I, 9 E .7(R3). Then there 
exists some constant C, depending on c, f and g I such that 

(3,6) 1O!,1 (t, 1,<1; c) IU' IJ, y ; c[(t, x) I :<:: C 
101' t > 0 and x E IRJ. 

Since F (2) = La 8aGa, we can apply the following estimates due to Yokoyama 

1161 to estimate Loo norms of U[F;(2); c,], according to (2,5) , 

Lemma 3.2 (Yokoyama [16]) . Let Co be a positive constant and c be a non·negalive 
constant. We define 

(3,7) <I> ,(t) = {IOg(2 + t ), wiren 0 = 0, 
I, when 0 > O. 

(i) If c # co, we irave 

(3,8) 18,U[¢; co[(t, x)1 :<:: Cw- I,-"(t, Ixl; CO) <I>v_1 ( t )I¢lw~'"I',''')'I,< 

Jor Ii > 0 and l/ ~ I, 
(ii ) We Irave 

(3,9) 
Ii!, U [,,; "<1 [ (t, x) I :<:: C10 - 1,-" (t, ITI; "<1) <1> v-I (t) I¢I w~," 1.",,,,),1 ,< 

+ CW -I ,-v (t , Ixl; co) <I> "- I (t) 1 ¢I w~ '" 1 .,',,,,),1 ,< 

Ior· l.t ~ 1 and 1/ ~ I. 
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Here the constant C may depend on Co and c, but is independent of other quantities. 

As a corollary of the above lemma we have t.he following. 

Corollary 3.3. Let c and Co be positive constants. Then jar' jJ ~ I , we have 

where 4>, was defined in Lemma 9.2. 

Corollary 3.3 and a kind of Sobolev's inequality (see Ill)) imply 

(3.11 ) WI,I (t, Ixl; eo)ID.U[4>; CoJ(t, x)1 ~ c log(2 + t)II4>llw;. ,,, 

where eo > 0 and W(T,p) = W eT, P;CI , '" ,c".) with 0 < CI < ... < c".. 

To estimate DXI-norms of U[Fi - F,(2); c.J, we need a new estimate . 

Theorem 3.4. Let Co > 0 and 0 < Cl < ... < c"" be given. Then we have 

(3. 12) W! ,I (t, Ixl; Co)IU[4>; eoJ(t,x)1 ~ CIl4>lhV';J, .. 

where W(r,p) = ~V(T.P;Cl'··· ,em) as before. 

Outline of proof. Vlfe may assume Co = 1. After elementary but complicated 
calculations, we have 

(3.13) 1 l' 1.'+<-- dp - ds ()'( I I)' ~ C(I + t + r)-I (1+ It - rJ)-1 . 
T 0 Ir-HJI 1 + p 1 + cs - p 

As a consequence, by writing the solution explicitly, we obtain 

(3. 14) W!,I (t, Ixl; eo) I U[4>; eo](t , x) I ~ CI4>lw"'(-.;');O". 

~ow the resu lt follows from appropriate partition of unity and a kind of Sobolcv's 
inequality. 

4. OUTLINE OF' PROOF OF THEOREM 1.4 

We introduce some vector fi elds: 
3 

ro = w, + L x}D), r l = D,. r, = DI , r, = 0" r, = DJ , 
(4. 1) j=l 

f 5 = 0 12 1 r6 = 0 13 • f 7 = 0 23 , 

where flij = xj8,-x j 8," fo is introduced to treat, the Tlull forms, which are assodated 
with the Nu ll Condition. 

\-\Fe write ro for r~1 ... r~1I using a multi-index 0:. 
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For a non-negative in teger s and a function v for which the following definitions 
make sense, we define 

(4.2) Iv(t,x)l. = L Ir°v(t, x) I. 
IQj:S~ 

(4.3) Ilv(t, ·) II.,p = Illv(t, ·)I.IIL,(o'I' (I S; P S; 00). 

Because of the classical local existence theorem, it suffices to get some a priori 
estimate to prove global existence of the solution. 

Let T > 0 and 'Ur; = (Ur;,],··· 1 Ue,m) be the solution to (1.1) for 0 ~ t < T, where 
e is the parameter appeared in (1.1). 

Vve define 
m 

(4.4 ) E,(t) = sup L e,,;{T), 
0:ST<t i=1 

where 

(4.5) e".(t) = Ilw"I (t.I ·I;c;) lu,,;(t,·) IK+,IIL_(.'1 

+ (I + t) -A (11",,;(t. ')II'K" + IID",,;(t, ')II,K,,) 

+ Ilwl-'A,,-'A(t.1 . I; c;) lu,,;(t, .) I'K -.11 L-(O'I 

+ Ilwl,'-'A(t, I . I; c;) lu,,;(t, .) I'K -8 t-tR') + IIU,,;(t, .) II'K - 6," 

In the above, f( is a sufficiently large integer and A is a positive and sufficiently 
small constant. 

Applying the estimates in Sections 2 and 3, we can prove the following. 

Proposition 4.1. There exist positive constants ,Mo and Co, which are independent 
ofT and of small E, ,uch that E,(T) < Mo implies 

(4.6) E,(T) S; Co (c+ E,(T)'). 

By Proposition 4.1, standard arguments imply Theorem 1.4. 
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1. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULTS 

In the present paper, we treat the coupled system of wave equat ions with different 
propagation speeds: 

(1.1) (a; - 6.)f ~ F(f,af,g, ag) , x E JR",t E JR, 

(1.2) (a;-s'D.)g~G(f,af,g,ag), xEJR",fEJR, 

(1.3) f (x, O) ~ fo (x) E W , a,f(x, O) ~ f,(x) E W - ', x E JR", 

( 1.4) g(x, 0) ~ go(x) E H' , a,g(x, 0) ~ g, (x) E fI' -', 

where {} = ox} (1 S j :5 n) or Ot aDd s is a propagation speed of (1.2) with s > 1. The 
nonlinear t('rms arc as follows: 

F = EJ=,(ljF,1 
G = ~]=lf3jGj, 

F, ~ gag, F, ~ fag, 
G, ~ fa!, G, ~ fag, 

Ct; E C, 

(3; E C, 

F, ~ go!, 
G, ~ gar 

Our aim is to prove the time local well-posedness with the low regularity initial datas. 
Physically, this system describe the Klein-Gordon-Zakharov equations (K-G-Z) and the 
coupled system of complex scalar field and Maxwell equations (C-M). we can derive the 
time local well-posed ness of (K-G-Z) and (C-M) from the time local well-posednwss of 
this syst.em. 

In the case of n ~ 4, we can prove the time local well-poscdness with a ~ (n - 1)/ 2 
by the Strichartz est imate. This proof is indepent of the difference of the speeds. In the 
case of n = 3, we can prove the time local weU-posedness with a > 1 by the Strichartz 
estimate. To prove the time local well-posedness with a = 1 in this argument, we need the 
limiting case of the Strichartz estimate, which fails. But, Ozawa, Tsutaya and Tsutsumil5] 
proved the time local well-posed ness in the case of F = Fl , G = G3 with a = 1 by using 
the difference of speeds and Fourier restriction norm method. By this result and the 
energy conservation, they proved the time global well-posedness of (K-G-Z). By the same 
argument, T[7] proved t he time local weIJ-posedness in the case of F = H, F = F3 , G = G l 

with a = 1. By this result and the energy conservation, we had the time global well
posedness of (C-M). 

Fourier restriction norm method was developed by Bourgain [1] and [2] to study the 
nonlinear Schrodinger equation and the KdV equation, and it was improved for the one 
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dimensional case by Kenig, Ponce and Vega[4]. The related method was developed by 
Klainerman and Machedon [3] for the nonlinear wave equations. 

In the case of n = 2, it seem to be difficult to prove the time local well-posedness with 
a < 3/4 by the Strichartz estimate. But, in the present paper, \ve have the time local 
well-posedness with a > 1/2 by using the difference of speeds and Fourier restriction norm 
method. 

Before we state the theorem, we give several notations. For a function u(t, x), we denote 
by it( T, () the Fourier transform in both x and t variables of 'U. For a,b E IR,s > 0 and 
1 = + or -, we define the spaces X:ib as follows: , 

X:,i' = {u E S'(JR')llIullx;:,' < ooJ 

Ilullxo .• = II < (>" P:,(T,()ull 
.,1 ' 

where p.,,(r,() = (1 + IT + sl l(II), < (>= Jl + 1(1' and 11·11 = II' II,{,' For T > 0, we 
denote the cut function X(t),XT(t) E elf as follows: 

(t) _ { I for It I :S 1/2, 
X - 0 for It I > 1, 

XT(t) = X (tiT) . 

For s > 0, we define Ws,±{t) = e'fi5tw , where w = VI + Lj. . vVe put 

(f,g) = 1. f(t ,x)g(t ,x)dtdx . . ' 
Theorem 1.1. Let s > 1 or 1 > s > a/a> 1/ 2 and 2a - 1/2 > b > 1/2,then there exist 
T> 0 and problem (1.1)-(1.4) has time local unique solution satisfying 

(1.5) f, 9 E e([-T, T] : H"(JR')) n e'([-T, T] : 11"- ' (JR')), 

XT(t) (J ± iw- '8,J) E X~:!, 

XT(t)(g ± i(sw)-'o,g) E X:,t. 
Furthermore, this solution depends continuously on initial data.s in the topology of (1.5). 

We first put 

2. THE PROOF OF THE THEORE:M 

f± = f ± iw-'od, 

g± = 9 ± i(sw)-'o,g. 

Then, (1.1)- (1.4) are rewritten as follows: 

(2 .1) (io, 'f D)f± = 'fw-' F 'f (D - w)f±, 

(2.2) (iD, 'f sD)g± = 'f(sw)-'G 'f s( D - w)9±, 

(2.3) f±(O) = f±o, g±(O) = 9±0, 

where 

f±o = 10 ± i~, -lfl E H a
, 

g±o = fo ± i(.w)-' J. E H". 
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Vve try to solve (2. 1).(2.3) locally in time. For that purpase, we consider the following 
integral equations associated with (2. 1)-(2.3): 

(2.4) J±(t) = X(t)W1 ,.(t)J±o T iXT(t) l' W1 ,±(t - s){w- 1 F + (D - w)J±}ds, 

(2.5) 9.(t) = x(t)W".(t )9.o T iXT(t) l' W".( t - s){w-1G + (D - W)9. }ds. 

If we try to apply the Fourier restriction norm method to (2.4)-(2.5), we have only to 
prove t he following estimates: 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

(2. 10) 

(2.11) 

IIF1Ilx'-"'-'+' ::; CEj,.119j llx·,·1I9,lIx·'·' 
1,/ •• J "~ 

IIF,llx'-"'->+' ::; CEj"IIJ;lIx·,· llg.llx·'·' 1,1 1 ,J .,~ 

11F3I1x·-... -,+· ::; CEj,.lIfjllx···1I9.lIx···' 
1,1 L.J 'ok 

IIGdlx'-"'-'''' ::; CEj,.lIfJllx···llf.llx·'·' •. 1 I" I,. 

IIG,lIx'-"'-'+' ::; CE".llfJllx···119.lIx···' .,1 1.1 'ok 

IIG3I1x'-"'-'+' ::; CE".lIfjllx···119.lIx···' • ,I I oJ .... 

where a > 1/2, 2a - 1/ 2 > b > 1/ 2 and f > 0 which is sufficiently small ~nd j, k and 1 
denote eit her of + or - sign. \·Vithout loss of generality, we ca ll assume Ii and 9k > O. 
Here,we note that 

f = 1/2(1+ + f -), 
w 

8,J = 2i (1+ - 1-), 

9 = 1/2(9+ + 9-), 
sw 

8,9 = 2T(g+ - 9-)· 

Therefore, the left hand side of (2.6) is bounded by 

(2. 12) 

To prove (2.6), we have only to prove 

IIgjwg.ll x ·-"'->+· ::; CII9,lIx···1I9.lIx···' 1,1 .J .,10 

which is equivalent to 

by duality argument,We obtain this inequality by interpolating between (2. 13) and (2.14). 
In the same manner , we obtain (2.7)-(2.11 ) from Proposition 2.1. 

Proposition 2.1. Assume that a > 1/2,& > 1/ 4,4a + 2& > 3 and s > 1 or 0 < S < 1. 
Then the following inequalities hold. 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

where j ,k and l denote either of + or - sign. 
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Remark 2.1. This inequalities hold with a = 1/2,b > 1/ 2.But, because of b > 1/ 2, we 
can't apply Proposit ion 2.1 to (1.1)-(1.4). 

Before we prove Proposition 2.1, we mention an essential lemma. 

Lemma 2.1. Assume that a > 1/ 2,b > 1/ 4,4a + 2b > 3 and s > 1 or 0 < s < 1. Then, 
there is a positive constant C and the following inequalities hold. 

sup < (>" Pi:,"(r,()( < ( >-', P,-~b(r,()*,,( < (>- " P,-,"(r,()) < G 
T",~ , , 

where j,k and l denote either 0/ + or - sign. 
- -Pmof of Pmposition 2.1. Without loss of generali ty, we can assume /,y and h > O. \,ye 

first prove (2.13) . By the duality argument, (2.13) is equivalent to 

II < (>" PiJ(r ,()ghIl L", ~ Gil < (>" P:,,(r, (j1i1lII < (>' p:,,(T,(jhll, 

which is equivalent to 

(2. 15) 11< (>' J1J (r,() ( < (>-' P.~:(r,()?i*,. < (>-' P,~,b(r , ()h)11 ~ GII1iII' lIhll'· 
By the Schwartz's inequa1ity and Lemma 2.1, the left haud side of (2.15) is bounded by 

!. < (>" Pf~ (r,()( < ( >-2' P,-~b(r,(h< < (>-', P,-,"(r,())(1f' *,. h2)drdf, 
~3 ' , 

/. 

--2 -, 
~ G 9 *,,( h drd( 

R' 

~ C111f'IIL' IIh'IIL' r ,( r.( 

~Gllgllllhll· 
We next prove (2.14) .From (2.13), we have 

l(f, 9h)1 ~1(W- 2' I, w2'(gh)) 1 

~1(W2'g, (w -" f)h)1 + I(w"h, (w -" llii) 1 

~Gllgllx·,·ll/llx - · ·ll hllx· '· · I,) _,k 1,1 
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Genern.lized Broadwell models for t he discrete Boltzmanll equation with lin
ear and quadratic terms 

MOS classification numbers : 35Q35, 82C40, 76P05 

Summary. A generalization of the Broadwell models for the discrete Boltz
mann equation with linear and quadratic terms is investigat.ed . We prove that 
there exists a time.global solution to this model in one space-dimension for lo
cally bounded initial data, using a maximum principle of solutions. The bound
e<lncss of solutions is established by analyzing the system of ordinary equations 
related to the linear term. 
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1. Introduction 

In t his paper I we are concerned with the global existence and sharp estimate 
of solutions u = (Ui)! . to t he following equations: 

au, au, () (). ( 8t + Ci ax = Q; u + Li U 10 R x 0,00) 

Ui ( X , O) = u?(x) in R 

Here C. is a constant, Qj(u) and Li(U) are following: 

Q;(U) = 2: (A ~tllklLt - A;:iuiUj); A~l arc non.negative constant, 
j,lr.,t 

L.(u) = L (a!'u/r. - O'kU, ); a~ are non-negative constant. 

• 

(1.1 ) 

(\,2) 

This system of equations descri bes the motion of particles of a rarefied gas 
in a thin infinite tube. The discrete model, of the Boltzmann equation con
sists ill discretization of t he velocity of molecules, that is, the molecules take 
only a finite number of velocities C, E R 3. The solution t£i(X,t) represents 
the distribution (unction of the molecules animated with the velocity Cil that 
is, u,{X, t) is the density of molecules wit h velocity C, at time t and at point 
X = (x,y,z). We consider only binary collisions between molecu[cs, .. ~vhich are 
represented by t.he nonlinear collision term Q.(u). The coefficients A~ of Qj(u) 
are the proportion of collisions which transform the molecules with velocity C .. 
and the molecules wit h velocity Cl into tbe molecu les wit h velocity C; a nd the 
molecules with velocity C]. We take also into account of the reflection over the 
wall of tube, which can be represented by the linear term Li(U). Like coeffi 
cients A~ , the coefficients a~ are t he proport ion of reflection wruch transforms 
the molecules with velocity C .. into the molecules with velocity C,. By the 
virtue of the thinlless of tube, we can a&<;ume that the function u,(X , t) is ho
mogeneous with respect to the variables y and z where we take x-axis as a 
variable a long t he axis of tube. Let c; be x-component of the velocity C •. For 
the above-mentioned considerations, the solutions tJ. = (u,(X,t»!1 satisfy the 
system of equations ( 1.1 ). Here we study the initial value problem (l.lH 1.2) 
with the initial data u?(x) ~ o. 

Taking into account of the physical theory, \\'C impose on t he coefficients A:!t 
and a~ the following assumptions: for a.ny (i,j, k, i), we have 

A'i A'j Aji 0 Aij ( ) 0 d ' 0 kt= tk= kt 2:, ktCi+Cj-c .. -Ct = an a/:2:. (\.3) 

The Broadwell model [3,4] of the discrete Boltzmann equation is a special case of 
the discrete models of the Boltzmann equation and its coeffi cients A~ are given 
in explicit form (Sec [6,8]). In [UJ. it was shown that there exists a time-global 
solut ion to the Broadwell model in one space-d imension. In J13]. the global ex· 
sistence of solut ions to the Broadwell model in two space-d imensioll was proved 

3 
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with the intervention of the H·theorem. In [12], under the assumption of the 
microreversibility of t he collisions: A~l = A ~l for any (i,i, k, t), it was shown 
that there exists a t ime-global solution for initial data sufficient ly close to the 
stationary solution . When t he initial data are arbitrary in Ll n VlO(R ), in [l J, 
the global existence of solutiolUi to the Broadwell models in one space-dimension 
was proved under the restriction that t he Ci are mutually different. Moreover, 
in [2J, the above restrictions were eliminated in order to show a global existence 
of solution to a generalization of t he Broadwell model, in one space.dimension. 
In [6J and [8J, the system including only the quadratic terms were systematically 
studied. The system having both the quadratic term and the linear term is a 
classical objoct in physics but it has less studied in mathematics. 

Our purpose of th is paper is to study the generalized Broadwell models for 
the system having both t.he linear term and the quadratic term. T he generalized 
BrooowelJ models were introduced as t he righlrleft. models in [2J for the system 
including only the quadrat ic terms. Both the Broadwell models [3,4J and the 
Cabanncs' 14 velocities model [51 can be considered as a special case of the 
right..left models. According to [2J, we shall formulate the rightr lcft. models fo r 
our system. Let E = {I ,"', N} be a disjoint union of two subsets nand L 
such that i E R [resp. L1 q c, ;::: 0 [resp. :5 0 J. We suppose the foHowing 
assumptions: 

A~t ¥- Oq (i ,i) and (k,t) E (R x L)U(L x R), 

Ok ,,0 => (Rx R) U( L x L). 

( 1.4) 

(1.5) 

The condition ( lA) means that the collisions occu r between molecules which are 
animated in different directions along the z-axis. T he condition (1.5) means 
that the sign of x-component of the velocity does not change by t he reflection. 
We prove the time-global existence of solutiolUi for locally bounded initial data 
to the genemlized Broadwell models and we show the explicit estimate and the 
bounded ness of solutions under the assumptions which are weaker than the ver~ 
sion of microreversibility of the refl ection and which will be explained later. It. is 
remarkable t.hat we do not assume the microreversibility condit ion: At = Aff 
and t hat we do not use t he H·theorcm. In fact, in the mcsonic process, the 
break effect does not imply the microreversibility of the collisions (See (9)), and 
hence we do not have any necessary reason to assume this condition . 

For the later use, we define a terminology for the coefficients of the linear 
tenn. The subset J c E is called strictly diffusive if j E J and oJ > 0 imply 

k E J and if there exists j E J and k 1. J such that at > O. The condition 
0'; > 0 => a{ > 0, weak version of microreversibility of the reflectioll , implies 
t hat there exists no strictly diffusive subset. 

2. Statement of Main Results 

T he followiing theorem is our main result . 

4 
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Theorem 2.1. For non-nega.tive initial data UO = (u?) E LI n LOO(R ), there 
exists a unique time-global solution to the generalized Broadwell models of t he 
discrete Boltzmann e<luation satisfying the following: 

(2.1) 

where C1 depends only on the system and J.t represents the Lotal mass: 
Ii. = Li JR u?(x)dx. Moreover, if we suppose that there exists no strict.ly diffu
sive subset, then we have the boundedncss of solutions and its estimate: 

sup Ilu(·,t)IIL""::::; lIuoll/.""eC~(J'+' ) 
t,elO,ooj 

where C'l depends only 011 the system. 
Taking nccount of the finite-speed propagation, we have the following: 

(2.2) 

Corollary 2.2. For non-negative initial data uO = (u~) E L1::(R)[resp.LOCl (R}], 

there exists a unique time-global solution u E LOO (R x [0, (0» to the general
ized Broadwell models of the discrete Boltzmann equ&.tion [resp. satisfying the 
following: 

where C3 depends only on the system and all the lIuo lll.-l. 

3. A Proof of Theorem 2.1 

It is easy to see t hat it is sufficient to prove Theorem 2,1 for the initial data 
uO e ega. According to the method in [2], we define the quantity 

j " ~ 
r(x,t) = _ Lu;(y,t)dy. Then we have 0::::; r(x,t) :5 J.t and 8x = LUi. 

00 .ER ' ER 
By virtue of the assumption of the generalized Broadwelllllodels, we have 

a, 
at ~ [ dy L ( -0; ~",) + ( L + L ) (A~!u,u, - A~,u,u,) 

-00 .eR x Rxl.xRxl. Rxl.xl. x R 

+ L (O:~lik - ai-u,) 
Rx Il 

= - L e.1t I . 

,en 

For I( > 0 which will be determined later, we put 

S,(t) ~ , up max L u,(x,t)exp{K(,(x,t) - t)) . (3.1) 
:s:E R pEL 1r :"~=,,1' 

We will show t hat 51(t) is a decreasing runction. It will follows thereby that 

e- Kt
. sup max L lilr(x, t) s 51 (t ) ::::; 51 (0) :5 eKJl sup max L u2(x) . 
%E R pEl. lr;q.e,,1' zER pel. k:c:. _ cp 
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By the same argument for p E R, we will have 

mfiX lI u.{" t )!lL- ::; N eK( P.+t) mfiX lIu?IILoo, , , 

which implies the estimate (2.1). 
To prove that S'l (t) is a decreasing fu nction, it is sufficient to show that 

! L 1Lk(x,t)exp{K(r(x,t) - t.)} 5 0 for any (x,p) where the value S'1(t) is 
k:c."'''p 

at tained. Let (x,P) be a such point and we put P = {pllep' = c,,}. We ha.ve 
then 

a 
at L: u,,(x, t}exp{K (r(x,t} -t)) 

p'EP 

~ (! +c,:x ) L: u,'(x ,t}cxp{I« r(x,t}- t )) 
~<P 

= exp{K (r (x, t) - t)} . {K L (c", - e;)Up'Ui + L (A;:qUru, - A~:qup ' Uq) 
iER,p'EP EXRxLxR 

+ L (a;,ur - a~' up') - K L Up' } =: exp{ K (r(x, t) - t)} , 1,OJ (x, t) 
E:)l. l , p'EP 

If Cp < 0, we have ep -c. < 0 for i E R, A"' < C·, p'qUrU$ _ 
E)l. R xLxR iE R ,p'EP 

and L (a ;,ur - a~' up') - K L u p' ::; (Cd - K ) L Up' 5 0 for a large K , 
ox l, p'E}> p'EP 

because we have, for r E L , L u r '::; L up" Hence the function 1,O J(x,t) 
r ':c,..'=c. p'E P 

is non-positive for a large JC 
1f cp = 0, putting no [resp. La] = {i E R [resp. Lllea = O} , we have P = La 
and, by the same argument, 

iER,p'E L o LoxRxLx R 

+ L (a;,ur - a~' u p') - K L up' 
LDXL p'E}> 

::; - J( L c.up'u, + L (A;:quru$ - A~:qup'Uq) ::; 0 
.ER,p'ELo LoxR)l.L)«(R\Ro) 

for a large K , where we used A~t (ea + Cj - C'" - Ct ) = O. 

Therefore we showed :t L u p,(x, t)exp{K(r(x, t ) - t)} ::; 0 and t hen the esti-
p'EP 

mate (2.1), 

For the rest of proof, we use the following: 
Lemma 3.1. Suppose that there exists no strictly diffusive subset of E. T hen 

6 
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• 

t.here exists a vector (>'.) in the kernel of t he matrix L whose all components 
a.re positive where t he matrix C = (cr{ - 6;; LkQ~),J' 

By the virtue of the classical theory (for example, see \7]), the real part of any 
eigcn-value < of L is negative unless ( itself is equal to O. 
Let us define f = (fi(t)).E6 as a solution to 

dJ dt ~ cr, 1.(0) ~ I? > O. 

(i/. "' , Then, by the form dt + (L." O:j,JIi = L>l'~ fro the !i(t) 
k k 

t ~ O. It is clear that 

", n, 
J.(t) = L a~)tn + L L b~~~ tne(1 

,,=0 (:~e( <0 71. _ 0 

(3.2) 

is positive for any 

(3.2) 

where a~) nnd bt~ are some constant. The boundedness of any f,U ) follows 

from the fact t hat It E. f.(t ) = 0 and that f,{t) > O. Hence a!:) = 0 for n > 0 
and each function I.(t ) converge exponentially to a constant >., 2!: O. Cleary the 
vector (".),EE is in the kernel of C. Let J be a set. of j E E such that AJ = O. 

It is easy to sec that L L Q~>'k = 0 and that 01 = 0 for j E J and k ¢ J. 
JEJ k€E 

T his means that j E J and oJ > 0 imply k E J . By the assumption, we have 

then a{ =: 0 for j E J and k rt J. Hence we have 

:t L !;(t) ~ L a;t.(t) - L ai/j(t) ~ 0 
JEJ j.kEJ j,kEJ 

i.e. LjEJ h(t) is a constant and it cannot converge to O. 'rhis is a contradiction. 
Therefore J is n empty set and any..\, is positive. It completes the proof of 

Lemma 3.1.D 

Now we give [\ proof for the rest. of Theorem 2.1. We put, for a suitable 
constant K' > 0, 

S2(t) = sup max Up~x,t) exp{K'r(x,t)}. 
%ER pEL p 

(3.3) 

If we show that. S2(t) is a decreasing function, by t he si milar argument, we will 
have the estimate (2.2). We want to show, for any (x, p) such that the value 

S2(t) is attained, ! Up~x , t) exp{ K'r(x, t)} :5 O. We have , 
:t Up~x,t)cxp{Klr(x,t)} , 

7 
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u Cp < 0, we have Cp - Cj < 0 for i E R, L A;:u,.u", '$ G'I L UpUj 
Rx Lx R .en 

"""' a;u,. - a~up '" u and L.. ). :5 L.. ).~ (0;>',. - o~).p) = 0, because we have, for TEL, 
L PEP 

" " >.: :5 >.: and the condition (1.5). Then the fu nction rp2(X, t ) is non-positive for 

a large K ' . 
If Cp = 0, we have, by the same argument, 

A"'u,.u APfJ u u 
-K'L C;u~u'+L pq .; rI P q 

'ER P RXLxR P 

I',(x, t ) ~ 

A" A" 'L UpUi L pquru. - r,UpUq - K ,.. ._+ <0 
~ A A-

.ER P Rx Lx(R\ Ro) P 

for a large K' , where we used A~l(C. + Cj - Ck - el) ;:: 0, 
au (x,t) 

T herefore we showed tJt P>. exp{K'(r(x,t))} < 0 and then the estimate , 
(2.2). It completes a proof of Theorem 2.1. 
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THE NONRELATlVISTIC LIMIT OF THE 
NONLINEAR KLEIN- GOltDON EQUATION 

SHC.J1 ~IA("HlHARA 
J)EPART~IENT OF UATUE~ I Al leS. WlI,I":AIDO llNIYERSITY 

SAPPORO 000·0810, JA.P.-\:"J 

.". fl O;; rIIA('I. In 'Iii .... ]Jape'l w(' consi<irr I It ... Iltmrl'[aliyj"lic limit of I h(' nonlill{'ftl" J":lein 
Got(loll (,1!UlHioll. WI' simi)' how !hf" soiulion:- of thr llonlillC'lt ... ),!t·in Gordon '>(lllAli"n 
(,OIlI"c>rgl' low/ud I 1If' (·OI·t('''' I)OlI(ljn~ so!n liOlI" of Ilw *llllinNl.t Schro.ling.·t ('{III" I ion \\' llf'U 

'hr "PPt'(\ of 1i~11I 11'lIds 10 infinity. ESIJC'dally Wi'1T. t\!'<i.irt !ILl' rat!' of ,"()III'('r;,\f'IICf'. \\ ",. 

nsf' Sirirliarl;<:'s f'slima rf' for !lip I\I('iu Gonloll ('(Illat ion . 

1. I NTROPU('TION 

\\-(' nmsidl'!' til(' 110111111"<11' (~Hltl lilH'Hrl I,]l'ill Gnr<icill l'qllHlioll ill !<.pan '- l iul1' R,,+I 

Ii'l n:! 'II( :! 
--. It - -~f/+ --II +..\ I I/ , ~ - ll/ 0-= U. IE lR" , E~. 
2/1/l·t 2111 :? I 

( 1.1 ) 

whl're' Ii. i:-. til<' Plallck I·OIl~t(llLt. 1/1 is titt' !lIas, ... uf p<1riil'\!', (' is 1\1(' liIH'('d of li~hj . '"Iud 1/
11 

is tiJl' s('('olld 111Il(' '\t'riYatin. ami ,\ > O. \\'!ii' ll /I = 3 a!Hi ~, = :3. IIJ(' ('<[llallOll ( 1 . i ) WtlS 

introdu(,cd by Sc'hifr [1] (\i'i Ill(' t't/llation /If cln~)o.iind 111'lltlal I'-ntiar U1t't-oOllS. If .\ = 0. III(' 

{'Cjnatioll (l.t) is till' lim'al' ',Idll- Gor<itlll ('([IUlllOlI . 

S1tbstitutill~ 

1/ == /" ._"",J 1 " 

Wt' oiJl aiu flOll1 ( 1.1) I lie following lIol tlilll ' ilr I";:l~'ill -G(}n loll ('t[lIalioll for 1': 

Ii .' 
I. I' I 1/, ' I I ' --," - ,fil' - --_\1 + '\ " ,- /' = (,. 

'2ll1f ·l '2111 

TIl(' <liBl of this pap I'!" is tt, Htlldy Iili:-. ('([1I;llioll. parli<'lliari," ill til(' lilllit (' -+ x.. \\'(' 
regard thl' pro("('d\ll'{' oftHkiug li mit (' -+ ' Ol~ "linll rt']Hlj','istit'lilllit,'" Forlllally, Ill( ' lilllil 
('<illation is 

I ' 
-lli/.1 - - '- ...If· + ,\kl-'-'I' = O. 

2111 
This is till ' lIouliu(' ar Sdll"ii<lingt'l" ('quali(lI l . So \\'1' ('XI)f'1"1 11i,11 :-.nlu liou~ (If thp 1I01l1ill
('ar Kkill GonloH {'(Illation ("OIl\'{'I"J.;:<' il:') C' - '-- If)\nml Ihl' ('Ol'l"t'~Jloll( liJlg ~f)lutic)H~ of 
tit(' llClUiiu('ar SC'hrixlillJ.!;t'1" ('qll<\lioll , \\ "" 111<1,' thUlk of tlJ(' KI('ill GfII'doll ('(jlUlTiOH as a 
n ·hl1 i \"i~t je W ' 11t'ra linll i( III for t ht' SdU"jM 1111~\ '1' P( II: :\ ! 11 Ill. FrouI! Ii i:-. I dat iOll, 1"(' J iii"!' ,I pal'
li{'ular iHlen'sl ill liJl' ('OIIHTW'll('l' of :-.oiUliou:-. 1)1' 'WI ('CIlla/iom:, III Ibis IJrIJWl' \\' l' sllld~' 
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Ihi~ pl"Ohll'lIl ill dt'lHil. For ~i lJlp l icity , W(' 1'>(', :-\ = - .J. , = II';}, f{I') = ,\1011-- 1 V , iUJd 
Ii. = 2111 = 1. Gi\'('11 i1l ili ... 1 dllta . we 1'('\\Tit(, til(' I't(mdiolls ill (l'H'stiou a .... 

( 1.2) 

( 1.3) 

EI ,II - h" + A." + ! ("j = 0_ /' (0 ) = "Ot' /"( 1) ) = I'I .!" 

-i," + A" + / (,. ) = 0. 1'(0) = "~). 

\Vc dCIIOlt' by /'" <llid I'v Ilu ' solutioll of (1 ,2 ) (lHd f 1,3 /, I'<'SIH'di\'('iy, 
\r(' in\'('sIigaH' Ito\\' I't ('fIl!V('l'g('S to ,'" a~ , _ d, TJwl'I' iln',1 f( '\\' l'l'snl!1-' (,1I th,' problt'111. 

TIl\' cOIl\'('rg('Jl('t' ill :if'WI"l Ill(l(h'~ ha,"i I)('t'll prfl \"cI, "'('1' [2] [3] , III [1,,)], \\'(' hm-" P1't)\'('c\ 
thl' ('ollv('rg(,II(,(' ill L'X.( O,T: L'!) , I II thi~ IMJlI'I , \Y{' ('out-' idl 'l' Iht' nil, ' of' tltis ('oll\'{'rgrlil '( '. 

W]I('11 E j('IHis to U. lio\\' I'ilpidJy dllt's I'~ ('t)ll\'('r~I' IowaI'd 1'1) ? \\ '(' SliOW ill T]lt'ol'f'1J'l ] rh(' 

nppl'[ hOlllld o f Ihl' ord,'1' for llouliu('al' {';J:-;f'. 1.'(11' 1i1l(,;u ('aSI', \VI' ~iVt , III(' lIPP('1' iJ01JIlU as 

wI'li as I Ill' low('r houud ill TItI'O\'('11l 2. 
Tbi~ pH pt'l' is ('OllSt J'I\ (' I ('(I a."i follows, rll S {'CT iOIl 2, WI' ~ I i-I I (' I Ill ' lila i H t lH'ol'('lIl. [u S('('I iOIl 

3, ''It' givt' StriC'lIart i"s t'l-l tillwll' for tIl(' h .. h'i u GOl'doll ('qllatioJl , U!-iing Ihis ('Stilllak, W(' 
pro\'t> lilt> lllaill 111('01'(' 111 ill SI..'d ion .1. 

WI..' dose' tlli~ S('("t it lll hy giviug S('\'<'I'al llot;'UiOIi . \r(, ahhn',-i talt' VI{)Rn) to VI and 
Lr( I : L9( 1R")) to L"L'I "'!H'rc' l i!-i <-I lilll/' ill tl 'n'a l. \\'t' <iI'U(lII' h\ H"'" aliI! B~ , th., 

• I'· 
Sol,okv I-i p~lC ' I ' 'Iud IJt 'M)\' !-.p ;W(' of mdt,/, I'i . n's l)('('1 iw'ly. F' lr allY /1 wil Ii I < p < ce. 1/ 
sl au<i s for il~ Hiildt' l' t'oujugall ', i.t'. p' = JII'", - 1;. 

2. MAIN THEOR.EM 

\\·c s laT" ollr maiu till'on'lIl. 

T heorem 1. ( 'tllelilll'lIl' C w,w ) 

LI't 1'1 = 3, ~\ > 0 <lilt! 1 < -i < 21/~ \rl' 'I!or."1l1l1!' thaI 

(2 .1 ) 

(2.2) /'uOEHI, 

(2.3) 

Tlit'll for ('\'( '1',\' T > n. lilt'J'(' t 'xi~r s (' :-.;\ 11·11 t Inlt 

lit', - '·01l" '10.1'-I.'):S , . 1/ ' 

R ema rk 1. 
III [13), WI ' ha\'(, s liu\\11 ollly C'Ollv{' r gt 'II('( ' of I]J(' LHS of (2, ."») wi l !Jout !-IH'dfi(' 1'<11(' , 

Thl'on'lll ] gins Hil I\ppn h Ol\ud of tilt' rail' of tlti:-. ('()JI\ 'I'r).{t'W'p , 
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Theorem 2 . ( L i ll('al" C'a.'if') 
L.,t ;\ ;;:: O. " r(' iL'-'SIH1 W (2.1 ).( 2.2) .{2.3'- ~tll(1 (2 .·1) 
Theil for ev('ry T > 0, Ihert' t'xists (' HI!CiJ th" 1 

(2.Gl II II . . ' / 1 
I"{ - 1'1) 1.""( \1,/:/· ,:::' I" ~ . 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

3. STRICHARTZ'S TYPE F:S1' IMA'J E FOR THI:.. KLEIN Cf)nnON EQUAT!ON 

In I liiH s('f'Iioll WI' :-, 111f!y tIt(' )O;P<I(,(' t iUlt' iuh'/!,nlhilit .v pn ,p"rlil'~ of s~,IHI ilJu~ of I iH' fll'(' 
Kld u- Gorciull ('<t11al i01 1 for Ilu' proof of Tlu'on'lIl 1. To I Iti~ ('lid WI ' ('ou~ 1 I'IH:t St l'icilHI'!I:"" 
t'Stilllatf' in yolvillg t Ill ' j)ilramdt'l' .,':- for ('qllatici' (1.2) Froul DnllHlll('j priuf'ipit'. lilt' 

solu tioH lie of (1.2) s<lt i:-.fi(':-' tilC' illlq~l"al t'<I'IHTioli. 

(3. 1 ) 

wh('I'(' 

11,' 1', (1) = I,( t)"o, + .1, (1)"" _. .1, (1 - ·<)f(I'.(.,))"". 
, U 

,j I I 
! (f)::=,':h«('():-.f .4r--- .-\. - Sill/ .-L ), 

2: 

.((t)::= f * -l ,:- l ~; i ll/'-\' .. 

Ai = ~(:A + 1)11
1 . 

Wt' ilt\T)o;t igatf' tiH' opt'rato)' .lAt). 

Propos ition 3, For allY iuternll l C IR with I) E i.1I E Co( ! X R") fllid pair (II,.') Slid! 
that 

(3.2) 

III{' fo llowiug ('s lim,,'" holds: 

1 1 1 2 
- < - <- + --. 
'2 - 1/ - 2 /1 + 2 

(3.3) 1" 
1 

II - J,.(I- .,) 11 (.<1"·<11 < '.11"11 , .• " .••.. u .:- '."" I,I~ > - . . •. I 

wlH'rr (' is iU(\(- pt' lld l' 1l1 of II , I . auel ~ , 

Key estimate for ' Ow Innof of Pm1JO.<;iti(m 3. 
\\ '{' iu trod nc(' Iilc' rt'Sllil b Oil d('(,H~' of ~()Illt ioll of !~ It 'ill GordOl! c'qmllioll. (st'" [131). For 

<III)' 1 < (/ ~ 2 :::; q < 'X... rit(' following: illf'(p];dil ,' il olfis : 

(3.4) II sill ( (t - ~ ) 1/2, )1111 f,t(R") :S I , ~ ,, ( I , '- 1/ '"IiIlIiIf ("+!l1l1'! l{ t ,.,'(R")' 
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.1. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 

A 1 firs!, ''''I' l"l'nJ I MUlIt' pro»('I"I ips of t hI' solu til lIIS o f 1I(llIlilU'lIr Kit 'Ill - Conlon l'qua t iOIl 

and 1I01l1i1u'ar S('ilriKliugl'l" ('(Illation. Froll1 ilH' as....,ulllp t ioll (2.1). flu're' ('Xi~IS" unique 

so11ltioll "l of (1.2) s1Ich that ( S('(' [14\) 

", E L 00( 0, T: H' ) n C( fl~((). T: 8 /;.;17('/)), 

with 
2al'l) 2 1 1 

2 <; 'I < X. 1/ :::; 3, 
11+1 11'1)(" _. 1 ) '1 'I 

l\. fO I'{'OVI' 1" by IlH' aSSlIlIlplioll (2,3) alld flli' l'IH'rg," "OIlM'I'Vlltiol1 for (1.2) , \H' ol,raiu 

I'U) 

For till' ('<1:-)(' of ('(IlHlI iOIl (1. 3) , then' I'Xihls a 1II1 i 'lll(' sollll ion (S('(' [81l 

"0 E L~( O. T: H' ) n C '/"(0.1': 11'1./'). 

wilh 2 (1 1) 
.0;(/1) = II "2 - J~ . 

211 
2<p< --. 

- /I - 2 

FrOiu t lw ("olls('J"\'aliou Im\'s of ('Ilerg.\· alld dml!-~( for ( 1.3) . W(' ohla ill 

I'm%/ Thum:m J. 
WI' ('o llsidl 'l" Ibe (''1St' of ~J)(I('I' dilll('IISioll 3. The "'{ll llli ol1 I'l of (1.2) sati ... li<-s (:1 .1 J . Tlw 

solu tioll /iO of (1.3) SHt isfi(', ... 

(4,3) "0(1 ) ~ lolt )"oo - ; L 1,,(1 - -< )fl "o( ,))d". 

wilh 
{' oU) = ( - I II. 

\\'\, stndy I'! - /'0' SllbtJ"il("tiug (.L3 ) fWIll (3.1) .... i( ·ld:-

(, 104 ) 

with 

(4.3) 

(4,6 ) 

(·1.7) 

IHI 

14 .9) 

" 

",It) - 1',,(1) -- I: 1'; "(1). 
,=1 

1';"(1) ~ (£,(1) -/o(l)!>-tlO. 

1';21(1) ~ / , (1)11'0, - 1'00). 

1'; '''(1) = ./'( '1>'". 

1') "(I ) ~ f 'I ' 1,,(1 - ,,) - 2, .],1 t - ,,)) ,f( "III·' 11 01.,. 
1" 

1'''''(1) ~ ~ f' /,1/ - ,'lIlll',,( ,' I) - fI" , I,,))I,I.,. - ./0 
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( 4.10) 

\·'-'illt I'<'Sl)('ct to P} )l . WI' IIS(' Propositioll 3 to Ilay(' 

(4.11) 

where 

nr:·j) II' ..... w.r:f.!, :S '11/(1", ' _. ( f "u)II'/ ' (U.T: / ',' j, 

I - ~ = ~ (~ - ~) . 
r' :2 (/ 2 

I I 9 
-< - <-'. 
2 - II' - 10 

The Hiildl'r lllt'qlHllily illlpJirs 

(·1.12) 

wht'I"I' 

( -I .1:!) 
I - - 1 I 
._=-'-+ -
'I' U 1 

- - 1 
I I fI 

\Vt· 1\St' the following t'tll}wdding: resnlt s. 

1-a 
-=----

II q /I 

1 I 
-
IJ q II 

Frolll tbis ["('snits Iwd ( .. 1.1).(4.2 ). WI' ('slillHlH' 

14.J-I ) '1I1'1""1I/.'/.' + 11<'<)11/'1 ' <)C. 
(>0 

C()usidnillg (4.13), if i < 21/3. \V(' ('<Ill I'ak(' 1/ < 8 . aud 

(4. J 5) 

TItus WI' ohl aln 

1I/ ~;jlll""'(U.T: f,! ) ~ ('TI 1/ ,t- l/tllh- I)!lI'( - /'OIl,."-( ll.T;I:J) · 

\\le jJ(lV(' from ( .. LID), 

, 
(.j.J G) (1 7·" ""/81" ''' 111' II <" 11f""11 -( / , - /III ! "><-\(I.T: Uj _ L... , '."'(I).T,I.:) 

,e- j 

For suffki('lItiy small T. W<' !ian' 

" 
(.l.l7) II, '! - /'ulk·"(u.T:f.!)::; ('L lIP!,llll. - w.T:f,!j' 

, .,.- \ 

So \Vl' haY{' to study tlw ntl<' of ('()u\'('rg~ 'l1{T flJl" Pji ), i = 1. 2. 3. 4. 
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1I(l, (I)-lo(t»"ooll,.~ 1.' ~ 1I{( 1/2)( 1 + ( lcA+ 1) - '1')<-;; -" " -- '·- " '} '·oull,.~ , 

(4.18) + 11 (1/2)( 1 - 14, 4 + q-' I')c;;+" "' ,<)(>11,.« ,., 

]H'I'l' we' hav(' ~d 

~ 11 (";;-" "+'" -l)'·~,II,.'1.' 

+1I11- (4f.4+I )-"') I',.II,., 

=111 ""'" -1 )"0011,.-" + 11 1""0011,,. 

fI , = 1/(2,-) - .4. +.4 . 
I), = 1- (·I - A + l l- l/'l 

11·4,,111.' = IWI",ill ,.' · 
\I't' "./ ,i, = 1/(2f) - 1/12,)(-1;1(1' + 1)'1' + ICI ' "ud ,·slinUlt<· 

Ir,'/il. - 11 ::; 2, 

Thus 

It·" ;'· - 11 = I iii!" 10' "; .. ii <d ... I 

~ IIi,11 
= I 14-1(1'(((-1-1(1' + 1)'1' + 11'1 

~ 41," IC I' · 

I" "'" - 11 ~ 2' -"14/, 1(1')'
COlIsic\('I'ing a:,;sllltljllioll (2.2) , Wl' S('I 8 = l /~ , 

(·1.19) 

1111""" - 1)"0011,.' " ~ elll' I""' ICI'·oull ,.- I.' 
~ ,.r' I', '1 ' "1(1",,0" ,.' 
$ 1 :, 1 I 

Silll iiariy. W(' han' 

tht'li 

Ii - (4,"ICI'+) -'I'1 ~ 2. 

11- (4'1(1" + 1)- '/'1 = 1 4d€I'/((4 'I~F + W' " + I)WICI' + 1)1 

~ 4, lel'. 

FrOill this . \w lliwl' 

14.20) 
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Thus Wl' lin\'(' froll1 (4.18).(-1: .19 ) nud (4.20). 

(4.2 1) IIP! " II,.- !.' 5 ,., '('. 
From (2.4) aud S1IP II 1,(1) IIw.' , < 00, we [w\"(' 

I Elo.Tj . .:>O 

( 4.22) IIP;''I!,.- I.' S CIi"o, - "oolk 
~ (' ~. \ J 1 . 

TIll' as.<;llmptiol1 (2.3) ('~ I)( '('ially fOl' l'l f illlpiin, 

( -1 .23) !I/';''I!,.>,.' = 112,·" s i1l 104 , ' IL-! + I) - '/' I', J,.,I.' 

= 112c( -IoA + 1)- 'I'l'd!.' 
5 (,' lh,II,., 
$( . .: 1(1. 

In order to C'1;t. illli:\t(' Pin, w(' show filii! /(/'0) = "1/'0 1-/ - 1/'0 E LIBI 
Frolll IV [ ("0)15 1'I"ol-'- 'IV('ol . we h""" 

(4 .24) 1I[("u)II", 51'(11/("ulll" + IIV./'(I'o)1I1.'I 

FWlll (-1.2), I'n satifil'~ 

( 4.25) {} > 3 

\ i\l(' ('on tillu (' the ('st inmt t' as 

( 4.26) 11[("0)11,.,,,,5(' [' (Ih,ll!.' + II V 1'011 ,,' ) Ihll J.~ '''·' - io 

provid('d 

51'111 "011,."" + IIV"oll"" ,,) l' IIl'uIlF'''' 
5 ,(IJcoll,.", + IIV loll,.,ul lhll,."" 

-I~ ,- 1 <. ,. :::,:·--
- 3('1- 2 ' 

Consid(,ring: q > 3. W(' hn\'(' for 1 < "( < ,j, 

(4 .271 

¥lc n'wl'it t, p((.n il ~ 

(4 .28) P €( 4):::: t (i(,- i'" I - I') _ i( 4.:- A + 1 ) -1/::'(';' !; -. I , )(1 - .- 1 )f( IIO(.'i) )rf8 
i ll 
+ i t(-! : A + l ) - I /:l('I(+,-I-I , If'-"' l .f(I~OC~'))rI,« 

i ll 
(4.29) =/, + il,. 

( 4.30) 
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, 

Tht' fUllH'rgC'IJ(T of IIldk""u is ohtaiut'd hY"1 ft'l'hlliqlU' frolll li l(, Ric7nmm- Lcbcsguc 
T h('()r<'IIl . \Vt· ddhu', wilh til(' ('harad(·ri.~ti(· fU IIC" l ioll S IO.IJ('o;), 

fl l·,) ~ -'lo.' I(·')(~ <.4 + 1)-Ii·',."+,, " "/("01·' )). 

\V<' Ili-lH' 

(4.311 

For 12:1• WI' haw 

t il('11 

( 4.32 ) 

WC' nlilii';(' rroposi t iolJ 3 for 12.1• 

(4.33) 

II J.,. ,J [ ,. ' f.' 

= II ix.'X. ("I ~ A + 1 )- 1 ( !(,d t+ 1 1
11

- - ) (XIO.,]( ·.;)f( I'ot ~ J) - X rO,li\'''' + :'1'': li l l'o l8 + Ii ': ))) rlsll f.''''' U 

~ "[[XIO"j ( .. If( "0(")) - -'ro.'I( " + "E) f ( fo l .. + r., ''il, "'O.T,;.,', 

~ 'lIf(»o("l) - /(fol ·, + ,,)lll ""I0.,-.d.", +,-I!!('·ol .. )lll ,." r> -.,.U.,' , 
= hl.l + 11. 1:2-

Concerning 12.1.2. w.' ('sl illltlfi' 

I:! L"! = (l~n 1I1'1){.~ III ~~) fIr' 

~ ,.[troll;._, '. fI,' 

C(Jllsicj('rilig (1.2), we ' han-lj!"' > l /~ . Frlr flrl>ilr",'\' < ~ < j . tht'I"(- ('x isll-I 1/ ~lI(h II1<d 

2 $: ~Iq' :5 6. TIH'l"('fol'(' Wt' nhtHili 

14.34) 

By lilt, H(j ldl'1' illt'<Il1lliil ,\'. WI' 11<1 \,(' 
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where 

1 ,- I 1 I ', -I 1 
(4.36) 'I = -10- +;;. ;-; = ---w- +~. 
with (/ = -Ih + 1)/(/ - 1), b = 311 + 1)/(, + 2) IIIn'~lil4alillg Hude'1' (:),2), t\lt'rt' ('xist 
('1',1"), for 1 < "I < j, l')Htil')f.rill~ (-1.36). [i'rolll l·I.~) (Iud "11I1)('ddill~ I'('snits, we h,\\'{' 

( 4.37) 

\\'t' IIOW illl mellin' <llIot IIf'I' p1'OI'('11 Y of til(' ~41111 t iuu of 1111' lLoulill4 'i 41 Sdll ()ltdiuw'r NIH"I iolt 
(s,'" [12)) 

(.1.38) ~ [/! 1't.,<1 ( I · rll , 
"II I;;; '>Co \' I. /' 

All ('{Iu i\'i\i(,ltl 1101'111 of IIJI' :-.p~u·(, i:-. 

( 4.39) 

1., = (s l,'--' + TE l). 

Tlwreforc w(' hi-lH' obi ailll'li 

(4.40) 

find t hCI'('fOl'(' 

(4A 1 ) 
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